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Abstract
For organisms to genetically adapt, they need to have or acquire mutations that affect their survival
and reproductive success. The effects of mutations depend not only on the abiotic factors extrinsic
to the organism, but also its biotic interactions as well as the intrinsic state of the organism.
Preexisting mutations in the genome will either favor or prevent certain adaptive paths. This thesis
contributes knowledge of two aspects of life cycle evolution using the budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. My evolutionary experiment of phenotypic responses to sexual
selection showed that the two mating types of yeast, though often considered indistinguishable,
respond differently to increased amounts of mating competition. These results have implications
for our understanding of mating system evolution. In a bioinformatic project, I found that changes
to the molecular function of proteins do not directly correspond to fitness differences among lines
with multiple known mutations in the lab. These results affirm that mutations in proteins act on a
system of molecular reactions which determine fitness, and caution against assuming a direct
relationship between effects on molecular function and fitness. Finally, I conducted an experiment
to measure the fitness effects of mutations in haploids versus diploids. The experimental method
used to produce the three genotypic states led to large changes in fitness, impeding our
investigation. Most notably I observed a large loss in respiratory function among my experimental
replicates that correlated strongly with the presence of the wildtype TID1/RDH54 gene. While
unable to answer the question originally stated, the experimental lines produced are a valuable
resource for investigations into how the nuclear recombination machinery may increase the
likelihood of mitochondrial mutations. Together, these results illustrate the utility of laboratory
experiments to both answer and pose new evolutionary questions about such fundamental
phenomena as the evolution of sex and the fitness effect of mutations.
iii

Lay Summary
I did an evolutionary experiment where I had the two mating types of budding yeast (the equivalent
of sperm and egg) compete for mating opportunities. I found that one mating type had a much
stronger response to mating competition than the other type.
Secondly, I explored a popular computer tool that is often used to predict disease-causing
variants in medicine and is assumed to apply in other species. I found that it fails to predict growth
in yeast and in a green alga. This is likely because protein functionality does not directly translate
to growth rates in the lab.
Thirdly, yeast are most often found with two copies of their genome and I wanted to
compare how yeast grew with one or two copies of a mutated genome. The yeast changed during
the experiment so that I could not answer this question.
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Preface
A version of Chapter 2 is in preparation for submission in collaboration with N.P. Sharp and S.P.
Otto. N.P. Sharp conceived of the original project, and I conceived of and carried out experiment
and subsequent assays of the lines to determine their evolutionary responses to sexual selection. I
performed laboratory work with assistance from S. Koenig, M. Stasiuk, C. Hsu, K. Somal, and B.
Wiley. I analyzed data gathered for all sections, with advice from N.P. Sharp and S.P. Otto. I
prepared the initial draft of the manuscript. N.P. Sharp and S.P. Otto contributed revisions to the
manuscript.
A version of Chapter 3 is in preparation for submission in collaboration with N.P. Sharp
and S.P. Otto. N.P. Sharp suggested the original project, and I conceived of and carried out the
coding of protein variants from nucleotide variant. I also gathered and analyzed the data. I
performed computational work on the departmental cluster with advice from A. Blachford. I
analyzed data gathered for all sections, with advice from N.P. Sharp and S.P. Otto. I prepared the
initial draft of the manuscript. N.P. Sharp and S.P. Otto contributed revisions to the manuscript.
A version of Chapter 4 is in preparation for submission in collaboration with N.P. Sharp,
S. Koenig, M. Stasiuk, and S.P. Otto. I conceived of the original project. N.P. Sharp conceived of
the broad experimental design, with advice from S. Koenig. S. Koenig designed and lead the
knockout and plasmid transformations and subsequent phenotypic assays. I conceived of the
mating of lines, as well as the growth rate assays. I and M. Stasiuk troubleshot and conducted the
flow cytometric assays of the lines. All laboratory work was conducted with assistance from S.
Koenig, M. Stasiuk, C. Hsu, K. Somal, and B. Wiley. I analyzed data gathered for all sections,
with advice from N.P. Sharp and S.P. Otto. I prepared the initial draft of the manuscript. N.P.
Sharp and S.P. Otto contributed revisions to the manuscript.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Life is mysterious and yet, the theory of evolution through the means of natural selection explains
the vast diversity of life forms on earth. To test our intuition for the conditions that would favor
one trait over another, we can experiment with organisms that have short life spans, permitting us
to observe evolution over many hundreds or even thousands of generations.
The power of experimental evolution has been used to measure benefits and costs of sexual
reproduction. Two unicellular, facultatively sexual organisms have been used extensively in this
research: the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and the green algae Chlamydomomonas
reinhardtii. Even though they come from different kingdoms they share features that make them
especially useful for evolutionary experiments regarding sexual reproduction. Firstly, they can be
propagated both clonally through mitotic replication and sexually through meiosis. This makes it
possible to evolve populations under different reproductive modes in the lab and compare the
evolutionary outcome, which has been done both in C. reinhardtii (Kaltz and Bell 2002; Renaut
et al. 2006; Lachapelle and Bell 2012) and S. cerevisiae (Zeyl and Bell 1997; Gray and Goddard
2012; McDonald et al. 2016). Secondly, both C. reinhardtii and S. cerevisiae exist as two different
mating types in their haploid state. In C. reinhardtii these are referred to as mt+ and mt-, while in
yeast they are called MATa and MAT⍺. Cells of the different mating types are indistinguishable
under the microscope (they are what is called isogametes) but possess different pheromones and
receptors such that mating is possible only between cells of opposite mating types (for a review in
Chlamydomonas see Goodenough et al. 2007, for Saccharomyces see Haber 2012). The existence
of mating types in these unicellular eukaryotes makes them suitable to address questions regarding
the evolution of different sexes and the evolution of differentiated gametic forms for the two sexes
(anisogamy) from an isogametic ancestor (Charlesworth 1994). The second chapter of my thesis
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explores both the evolution of reproductive modes and mating competition by studying responses
to different mating ratios and to an increased frequency of sexual reproduction, and I give a brief
overview of previous work in this area in section 1.1.
Even though many experimental evolution studies concentrate on adaptation to novel
environments by enforcing novel selective regimes, both S. cerevisiae and C. reinhardtii have also
been used in evolutionary experiments where the aim is to study the creative process of evolution,
namely mutations, in the absence of selection. By maintaining populations at low density (to
prevent competition between cells) and randomly selecting individuals to produce the next
generation, mutations that would usually be eliminated by selection will accumulate in the
population, an experiment called mutation accumulation (MA). Not only do these experiments tell
us of the rate and kind of mutations (such as single nucleotide or insertion/deletion of multiple
nucleotides) arising in the genomes of S. cerevisiae (Lynch et al. 2008; Zhu et al. 2014; Sharp et
al. 2018; Liu and Zhang 2019) and C. reinhardtii (Ness et al. 2012, 2015; Sung et al. 2012; Morgan
et al. 2014), they can also be used to explore the fitness effects of spontaneous mutations (Kraemer
et al. 2017; Böndel et al. 2019). In the third chapter of my thesis, I explore if we can use a
bioinformatic tool that predicts functional effects of mutations on proteins, PROVEAN, to explain
fitness differences among MA lines in three different datasets: two from MA in S. cerevisiae
(Sharp et al. 2018; Liu and Zhang 2019) and one from MA in C. reinhardtii (Morgan et al. 2014;
Ness et al. 2015). I describe how others have approached the challenge of linking genotype and
protein function to fitness in section 1.2.
Describing mutations that arise in the absence of selection informs us of the raw material
involved with evolution. When we have an expectation for the kind of mutations that should arise
and fix in populations at random, we will be able to tell how selection has acted in populations by
2

searching for outliers to our expectations. One of the most fundamental questions about the
phenotypic and fitness effect of mutations regards the extent to which a mutation affects fitness
when present in a diploid genome. As Mendel was able to tell from breeding peas of different
colors, some mutations have the same effect whether they are present in a single (heterozygous)
or double copy (homozygous) in the organism. These mutations were named dominant, in contrast
to mutations whose effects on flower color were seen only when present in double copy: these
were referred to as recessive. Noteworthily, Mendel found that the wildtype phenotype was
dominant to the mutant phenotype in many cases. I describe the reigning explanation for the
dominance of wildtype alleles in section 1.3. Mutations can have different effects on fitness when
first arising in a population (when individuals will be heterozygous for the mutation) than when
established (when the majority of individuals will be homozygous), the combination of the two
determines the likelihood that mutations will rise and fix in populations. Knowing the effect of
mutations in only one of these states (heterozygote or homozygote) is therefore insufficient to
construct an accurate expectation of the fitness effects of mutations that accumulate in natural
populations. Likewise, mutations in sexually reproducing organisms may have different effects on
fitness when in the haploid (single copy) state and the diploid homozygous state. I suggest reasons
for why we would expect such differences and empirical evidence supporting it in section 1.3.
1.1

Experiments on sexual selection

Sexual reproduction is defined by the reduction in chromosome copy number through meiosis and
subsequent union of haploids. While our view of sexual selection is dominated by the extensive
differentiation in both morphology and behavior of the sexes in multicellular organisms,
unicellular fungi can elucidate the emergence of more complex forms of sexual differentiation.
Most sexual unicellular eukaryotes have two or more different mating types (Hadjivasiliou and
3

Pomiankowski 2016). While in some genera the cell types are of similar size and shape (isogamy),
in others they are differentiated in either motility and/or morphology (anisogamy). The most wellaccepted hypothesis for this diversity (the PBS theory, Parker et al. 1972) states three necessary
conditions for the evolution of anisogamy: disruptive selection, limited reproductive resources,
and a relationship between zygote size and fitness. Anisogamy will evolve when a reduction in the
size of the male gamete increases the likelihood of fusion at the same time as an increase in the
size of the female gamete increases zygote survival (Lessells et al. 2009). Depending on the
environment and on how the fitness of the zygote relates to its size this can entail a decrease in
size in favor of being numerous for all mating types or differentiation into a sessile and motile
form (Bulmer & Parker, 2002).
Sexual selection theory is founded on the assumption of differentiated gametes. The ratio
of male to female gametes determines the strength of competition for mating opportunities. The
less common sex will be more guaranteed to mate and can be picky, whereas the more common
sex will have to compete for mating opportunities. However, competition for mating opportunities
can exist and determine evolution even in isogamous species. In wild Saccharomyces, haploids of
the two mating types are produced as spores in close association with its siblings, and they often
mate/fuse with the cell in their immediate proximity (Knop, 2006, though see McClure, Jacobs,
Zyla, & Lew, 2018). However, if a haploid yeast cell finds itself surrounded by cells of the same
mating type, it also has the ability to switch mating type (homothallism) and mate with its prior
daughter cell (Haber 2012). The fact that yeast has evolved this function is telling of the strength
of selection for mating. Strains of yeast that had lost this ability to mate-type switch
(heterothallism) were selected to maintain many laboratory strains. These can therefore be kept as
haploids of a single mating type and allow for experiments of mating competition by varying the
4

ratio of one mating type to another. Such experiments provide insight into the evolution of
differentiated gametes under asymmetric mating opportunities.
Experimental studies of sexual selection in S. cerevisiae have provided important insights
about the evolution of reproductive diversity. Rogers and Greig (2009) performed an evolution
experiment with two different kinds of MAT⍺ cells: they either had a normal or weakened
production of pheromone that attracts the opposite mating type, the MATa cells. The different types
of MAT⍺ cells were initially present in all experimental cultures, and the purpose of the experiment
was to test if the strong signaler will always evolve to fix in the population. For 13 consecutive
sexual cycles they mated their experimental cultures either with an equal ratio of MATa to MAT⍺
cells, or with a surplus of MAT⍺ cells. The abundance of MAT⍺ cells in the latter treatment would
lead to stronger competition for mating opportunity. In accordance with sexual selection theory,
they found that the strong MAT⍺ signaler rose in frequency and fixed in the experimental cultures
that were mated with a biased ratio of the two mating types, while it failed to do so when the
mating types were mated in equal ratio. Hence, this study by Rogers and Greig (2009) proved that
budding yeast could be used to test theories of sexual selection.
In another experiment, Smith et al. (2013) showed that haploid spores of yeast have mating
preferences even within a mating type. The experimenters first determined the relationship
between spore size and fitness in rich and poor growth medium. They found that larger-sized
spores (regardless of mating type) germinated quicker on rich medium and that smaller-sized
spores germinated quicker on poor medium. They also showed that the diploid resulting from
mating of two large-sized spores divided more rapidly on rich medium than did a diploid resulting
from the mating of two small-sized spores, and vice versa. They then set up mating trials where a
focal cell (either large or small) was placed with a large and a small-sized spore on either rich or
5

poor medium and observed which of the spores the focal spore mated with. Interestingly, the focal
cell (regardless of whether it was a small-sized or large-sized spore) preferentially mated with the
spore who was of the size that was favorable in the current environment. The result from the Smith
et al. (2013) study showed convincingly that yeast cells are able to choose their mating partner.
In the second chapter, I subjected populations of budding yeast, which primarily
reproduces clonally, to a forced change in life history by increasing the frequency of sex. We
varied the extent of sexual competition during mating by combining either equal or biased ratios
of the two mating types. The populations evolved increased mating rate and asexual growth and
decreased haploid cell size. In treatments with strong sexual competition, the common mating type
showed a trade-off between increased asexual growth and increased mating rate, suggesting that
increased “gamete” numbers and increased attractiveness arose as alternative strategies in response
to intense sexual competition. While the two mating types of yeast are often described as
indistinguishable, crosses between haploids from independent populations suggest that one mating
type responds more strongly to sexual selection, which I discuss further in Chapter 2.
1.2

Linking genotype to fitness

Many population geneticists search for loci underlying adaptation by comparing divergent
populations. Locations in the genome with high differentiation between populations and low
diversity within populations, so called “selective sweeps”, are often taken as candidate loci for
adaptation (Stephan 2019). There are also sections within the genome that seem to be conserved
across species, genera, and taxa (Siepel et al. 2005). These sections signal strong constraints to the
function of the sequence (typically transcribed genes). Even within these genes, some sites are
more constrained than others. Henikoff & Henikoff (1991) assembled conserved sequences of
proteins and computed the likelihood of any amino acid substitution in these sequence blocks
6

(called the BLOSUM matrix). The BLOSUM matrix has since been used to score homology
between proteins. To know how closely related two sequences are, one can align them and score
any mismatching amino acids based on their likelihood of substitution from the BLOSUM matrix.
While it is intuitive that purifying selection rids core house-keeping genes of new mutations (as
has been found across taxa, Harris et al. 2003), it is less evident that it will act in a similarly
constrained way in other proteins. Ng & Henikoff (2001) argued that it is possible to infer the
functional effect of mutations in a protein based on the frequency of that change in similar proteins.
Their method and others that expand upon it (Choi et al. 2012) are widely used to find medically
relevant protein variants in humans. Within the past five years or so, this approach has also been
gaining traction in evolutionary biology. If protein comparisons can predict disease-causing alleles
in humans, why not apply it to natural populations of other species? Lind et al. (2017) tested the
correlation between the prediction of a particular tool using sequence alignment, PROVEAN, and
the growth rate of single-gene mutants in the bacteria Salmonella typhimurium and found mixed
results. The functional prediction of PROVEAN correlated with fitness differences among mutants
of a particular set of genes, but not others. It is not evident how the predictions for functional
impacts of mutations on proteins across the genome can be used to estimate fitness differences
between populations.
In the third chapter, we use previously published data of MA lines with known mutations
and growth rates to assess whether PROVEAN has the power to predict fitness effects of mutations
accumulated in unicellular laboratory organisms, two in S. cerevisiae (Sharp et al. 2018; Liu and
Zhang 2019) and one in C. reinhardtii (Morgan et al. 2014; Ness et al. 2015; Kraemer et al. 2017).
We find that mutational effects based on PROVEAN score have little to no predictive power in
the three datasets examined, which involve different ploidy levels, environmental conditions, and
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genetic backgrounds. Furthermore, we find that the default parameter choices of PROVEAN may
be biased toward species that are better represented in sequence databases. We believe that the
reason behind this low predictability could be because there is no accounting of the importance of
each protein to the fitness of the organism.
1.3

Mutational effects matter

Mendel's (1865) work is significant not only because he found patterns of particulate inheritance,
founding our understanding of genetics, but also because he demonstrated that mutations most
often were recessive. Rather than the 1:2:1 ratio of wildtype, intermediate, and mutant phenotypes,
he often observed a 3:1 ratio with dominance of the wild type allele. While Fisher (Fisher 1928,
1931) originally suggested the recessiveness of mutants to be the result of evolutionary adaptation,
Wright (1934) showed that the pattern could be explained by redundancy in metabolic pathways:
the production of wildtype protein from one functional copy of the gene would be sufficient to
produce a wildtype phenotype. This idea was later developed by Kacser and Burns (1981) and
termed the metabolic control theory of dominance. In short, they imagine a pathway of enzymes,
where the product of one enzyme becomes the substrate of the next. If we assume that the
concentration of substrate is low relative to the concentration of enzyme we can describe the rate
of production of the end product, which is referred to as flux, in terms of a set of linear differential
equations. These describe the rate of conversion at each step in the metabolic pathway. Solving
these equations for the case where the flux is constant, at steady state, shows that the dependence
of the flux on any particular enzyme hinge on the number of enzymes in the pathway (Figure
1.1A). The more enzymes a pathway consists of, the less sensitive the flux will be to a reduction
in the concentration or efficiency of one of the enzymes (with the exception of the most limiting
enzyme with the highest “control coefficient” over flux). Kacser and Burns (1981) describe that
8

because most enzymes are part of pathways with more than one reaction step most mutations will
not lead to a stark difference in phenotype, hence explaining the dominance of wildtype
phenotypes. Only in cases of severe mutations such as a null mutant that sharply reduces the
enzyme concentration or function would we expect the mutant phenotype to be detectable Figure
1.1B.
A

B

1

Expected position for average enzyme
Environmental
variation of flux

many enzymes
detectable

Flux

undetectable

Flux
one enzyme

0

0 Variation of one enzyme 1
Enzyme variation of
mendelian mutants

Enzyme variation of QTLs

Figure 1.1 Dominance of wildtype phenotype is an inherent property of multi-step enzyme pathways. A: In one
step enzyme pathways, the variation in enzyme concentration or function will correspond linearly with the rate of
production of the end product (flux). When a pathway consists of many enzymes, a change in the concentration or
function of one of the enzymes in that chain will have a hyperbolic relationship to the flux. B: Only mutations that
seriously affect the concentration or functionality of an enzyme will be detectable at the level of the phenotype (flux).
Variation in quantitative traits can be explained through polymorphisms affecting protein function and concentration
that are undetectable on the level of the phenotype. Reproduced from Kacser and Burns (1981).

The dominance of fitness effects of spontaneous mutations plays an important role in our
understanding of evolution. It can determine the likelihood of evolutionary rescue (Unckless and
Orr 2020), the fixation probability of new mutations (Morton 1971; Whitlock 2002), the evolution
of ploidy levels (Orr and Otto 1994; Otto 1994; Scott and Rescan 2017), and the evolution of sex
(Chasnov 2000; Otto 2003). There have been several empirical estimates for the dominance effects
of deleterious mutations (Agrawal and Whitlock 2011; Manna et al. 2012; Marek and Korona
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2016). The limit to these studies is that they have focused on large-effect mutations (such as gene
knockouts), which are typically rare.
Separately from the question of dominance is the question of ploidy-specific effects of
mutations. In a similar way to how dimorphism can evolve between sexes of the same species, the
haploid and diploid form of a species can look identical (isomorphic, for example alga such as
Ulva lactuca) or different (heteromorphic, for example ferns such as Onoclea sensibilis). The few
models that consider the effect of selection in both the haploid and diploid form of the life cycle
often assume that the fitness effect of a mutation is identical in the haploid and homozygous diploid
individual (Mable and Otto 1998). Making this assumption allows researchers to estimate an
“effective dominance” by comparing the fitness in heterozygotes (1-hs) to that in haploids (1-s).
Dominance has been shown to determine the evolution of haploid-dominant or diploid-dominant
life cycles (Scott and Rescan 2017). For example, when measuring the dominance effect of
mutations, Marek and Korona (2016) used haploids rather than homozygous diploids to measure
the selection coefficient, clearly stating that the two can be assumed to be close to identical. This
is counter to the few empirical tests that have been conducted which show that mutational effects
may differ between ploidy levels (Mable 2001; Zörgö et al. 2013).
In the fourth chapter, I attempt to measure the fitness impacts of spontaneous small-effect
mutations in haploid and diploid yeast, without assuming that haploids and homozygote diploids
are equivalent, again using the MA lines of Sharp et al. (2018). We found that the method used to
transform the yeast into the three genotypic states introduced mutations with large effects on
fitness that overwhelm the effects we attempted to measure. While these results were
disappointing, we believe that they are important, because plasmid transformations of the kind we
conducted in this chapter are standard practices in most yeast labs. We believe that the issue of de
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novo mutations during transformations and mating that occurred in our experiment would likely
affect other experimental evolution studies attempting to compare fitness via genetic manipulation
of strains.
Taken together, my work demonstrates the utility of yeast to ask questions about the
evolution of life cycles, sexual reproduction, and the limit of both experimental and in silico
methods to characterize the path from genotype to fitness.
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Chapter 2: Evolutionary responses to increased sexual selection in yeast
2.1

Introduction

Species adapt to their reproductive strategy. Organisms that engage in outcrossing sex need to find
a mate and go through meiosis. In obligately sexual species, mutations that increase an organism’s
ability to perform in this arena are readily visible to selection. Sexual selection is responsible for
much of nature’s diversity: from the hypersensitivity of moth antennae for the pheromone of the
opposite sex, to the stunning precision with which corals coordinate the release of gametes. In
facultatively sexual species, sexual traits can be hidden from selection for many generations.
Whatever traits and alleles that are favored in one bout of sex may be lost through the period of
asexual reproduction that follows.
The evolutionary benefit of specialization is evident from the divergence into obligate
asexual and sexual species from an ancestral facultatively sexual species (Schurko et al. 2009). It
can also be seen when comparing laboratory populations of budding yeast to their wild
counterparts: domesticated strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae typically have much lower success
in initiating sporulation (meiosis) compared to wild isolates (Gerke et al. 2006). The loss of rarely
used traits can be either because of a lack of constraint (new mutations that reduce the trait are
selectively neutral) or because of selective trade-offs (either due to pleiotropic or energetic
dependence between traits). There are bountiful examples of the second proposal. Similar to the
well-known trade-off between an animal’s size and their rate of reproduction, the energy that
facultatively sexual organisms would spend on finding a mate, gamete fusion, and meiosis could
be otherwise spent on asexual growth. An increased intensity of sexual selection could therefore
result in a reduction in non-sexual traits, including rates of mitotic division and cell size.
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Experimental evolution gives us an opportunity to determine the evolutionary consequences of a
change in mating system, as a way of identifying key traits and trade-offs.
2.1.1

Yeast as a system to study sexual selection

The properties of S. cerevisiae have made it a popular system for evolutionary studies of
reproductive mode. Natural isolates of yeast are most often diploid (Peter et al. 2018). In response
to nutrient starvation, diploid cells undergo meiosis and sporulation to produce haploid offspring,
which bear either MATa or MATα mating types. The two mating types look identical but produce
different pheromones, called a- and α-factor, respectively. They also possess pheromone receptors
for the factor produced by the opposite mating type. After sporulation, the haploid cells germinate
and start growing once favorable conditions return. Haploid yeast can propagate asexually but
arrest growth and mate when in the presence of the opposite mating type. Because each diploid
meiosis results in two spores of each mating type, it is believed to be common for siblings to mate
with one another immediately upon germination, referred to as automixis (Knop 2006).
Outcrossing sex (mating between lineages that are not immediate relatives) is estimated to have
occurred only once every 50 000 asexual generations in this species (Ruderfer et al. 2006;
Magwene et al. 2011), implying that, as a fraction of total selection, sexual selection is probably
weak. We can prevent immediate mating by separating the two mating types before germination
and alter the strength of sexual selection by controlling the time allowed for mating as well as the
ratio of the two mating types.
There is evidence that trade-offs shape patterns of sexual traits in S. cerevisiae. Deleting
the genes that produce pheromones (mfa1, mfa2, mfα1, and mfα2) increases growth rate in both
mating types (Smith and Greig 2010). Lang et al. (2009) found that sterile yeast have increased
asexual growth, probably due to a decrease in costly expression of genes not directly involved in
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the mating pathway (Lang et al. 2009). In contrast, deleting genes responsible for meiosis gives no
direct benefit to asexual growth (Goddard et al. 2005). It thus seems plausible that the loss of
meiotic capacity in domesticated and asexually propagated strains is not due to pleiotropic
mutations that increase growth rate at the expense of sporulation success, but rather because
sporulation-reducing mutations are effectively neutral under asexual culturing conditions. Zeyl et
al. (2005) observed reduced sporulation rates in laboratory populations subject to prolonged
asexual propagation but were able to recover sporulation rates in some populations through
repeated cycles of sexual propagation.
Apart from how often a species engages in sex, the way in which mating occurs also matters
for the evolution of sexual traits. The trade-off between sexual and asexual traits in yeast will be
resolved differently depending on the mating system. Reding et al. (2013) found that populations
experiencing weak mating competition adapted faster to a new environment compared to
populations that underwent strong sexual selection. Likewise, impaired mating capability in yeast
can be recovered only if there is strong competition for mates (Rogers and Greig 2009).
Our aim was to measure changes in growth rate, mating rate, sporulation rate, and cell size
following evolution under different strengths of sexual selection in initially isogenic populations
of yeast. Manipulating the ratio of the two mating types alters the intensity of sexual selection. The
common mating type that experiences stronger selection can respond through increased mate
attraction or by producing more “gametes” than competing lineages. An increase in the rate of cell
division could result in a reduction in cell size. Previous studies of mating system in yeast have
either had equal mating-type ratios (Zeyl et al. 2005b) or enforced strong sexual selection for only
one of the two mating types (Rogers and Greig 2009; Reding et al. 2013). As far as we are aware,
no previous study has evolved populations under different mating-type ratios and estimated the
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response in mating rate. In addition, we also measure how non-sexual traits (growth rate and cell
size) respond to increased sexual selection.
2.1.2

Can yeast adapt to their mating system?

To understand how populations adapt to their mating systems, we evolved budding yeast under
different mating conditions (Figure 2.1). We used the experimental system previously developed
by McDonald et al. (2016) to force replicate populations to go through frequent rounds of sex with
controlled periods of haploid growth, mating, diploid growth, and sporulation. During mating,
MATa and MATα cells were combined either in equal ratios, with a surplus of MATa (a-biased), or
with a surplus of MATα (α-biased). We also included a treatment where the mating types were not
isolated during germination but rather were allowed to immediately mate. This treatment imposes
weak sexual selection given the prolonged contact of MATa and MATα. We refer to this control as
the immediate mating (IM) treatment, as distinguished from the mating ratio treatments, which we
refer to as delayed mating (DM).
We predicted that yeast would become faster at mating to different extents in the different
treatments. Populations in the skewed mating ratios were expected to obtain mutations favoring
competitive mating ability in the common mating type cells, e.g. by increasing production of
mating pheromone or sensitivity to the opposite mating factor. We also investigated whether both
mating types of a population evolved to be better at mating in general, regardless of the
evolutionary history of their partner, or whether the mating types coevolved to the particular
mating condition.
After ten rounds of sexual reproduction, we measured the mating rate of genotypes sampled
from each population under the three different mating ratios to test whether they had adapted to
their mating treatment. We found that all lines had increased their mating rate compared to the
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ancestor when mated at an equal ratio, but large differences in mating rate between evolutionary
treatment groups in the biased ratios. We discuss the differences in the mating machinery of MATa
and MATα cells that could drive this pattern. We also measured changes in asexual growth rate in
both the diploid and haploid versions of our lines, as well as changes to cell size in both mating
types. We found no evolutionary change in sporulation rate, despite strong and frequent selection
on this trait.
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2.2

Methods

Figure 2.1 Schematic of evolutionary experiment (A) and post-evolution mating rate assays (B and C). Appreciable
growth occurred on all days apart from days 4-6 in A. Assay B tests for adaptation to the mating environment. Assay
C tests for mating type-specific adaptation, as well as co-evolution of the two mating types. The background color in
B and C represent the ratio of MATa and MAT⍺ in the mating culture (blue is excess of MAT⍺, green is unbiased, and
yellow is excess of MATa). The color of the cells signifies the evolutionary history of the line used. Created with
BioRender.com.
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2.2.1

Strains

We used the strain MJM64, with genotype MATa YCR043C::KanMX, ho, PrSTE5-URA3, ade2-1,
his3Δ::3xHA, leu2Δ::3xHA, trp1-1, can1::PrSTE2-HIS3-PrSTE3-LEU2 and strain MJM36 with
genotype MATα YCR043C::HphMX, ho, PrSTE5-URA3, ade2-1, his3Δ::3xHA, leu2Δ::3xHA, trp11, can1::PrSTE2-HIS3-PrSTE3-LEU2 described in McDonald et al. (2016). Because the MATα strain
received had a petite phenotype, we crossed the MATa and MATα and sporulated the resulting
diploid to restore functioning mitochondria. Through tetrad dissection and subsequent detection of
auxotrophic and antibiotic markers, we selected the segregated products with the desired parental
genotypes. The strains were designed to allow for selection of specific mating types and ploidy
levels, using both auxotrophic and antibiotic markers (McDonald et al. 2016 and A.1).
2.2.2

Media

We combined selection on the auxotrophic markers and the antibiotics to select for haploid cells.
Because ammonium sulphate (AS), which is commonly used as a nitrogen source in synthetic
medium, interferes with the antibiotics we use, we replaced it with monosodium glutamate (MSG)
in our media (referred to as SE). The media used in the experiment can be found in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Media used in this experiment
Medium

SEa -Ura -His + g418b

Haploid MATa

SEa -Ura -Leu + hygroc
a

b

Selects for
Haploid MATα

c

SE + 5-FOA + g418 + hygro

Diploid MATa/ MATα

SEa + 1 % potassium acetate

Presporulation

d

Essential amino acids + 1 % potassium acetate

Sporulation

a

Dextrose (42 g L-1) + YNB (3.9 g L-1) + MSG (3 g L-1)
250 µg mL-1
c
200 µg mL-1
d
5 mg L-1 of Ade, Ura, His, and Trp. 25 mg L-1 of Leu.
b
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2.2.3

Evolution experiment

All growth took place in 1 mL liquid cultures in 96 well plates at 30 °C with shaking. We founded
96 MATa and 96 MATα populations by inoculating 10 μL of saturated culture of each ancestor in
1 mL of mating type-specific medium. We compare results between the DM and IM lines and
among the DM lines, all with reference to the properties of their ancestors. We did not include an
asexual control because of the need to observe growth in two types of haploid-selective media and
diploid-selective medium and because we were concerned about ploidy changes, as observed in
previous experiments (Gerstein et al. 2006; Gerstein and Berman 2015).
The populations were put through ten sexual cycles, each of which took 7 days to complete
(Figure 2.1). Samples were stored and later frozen during each cycle at day two before mating
(haploids) and day 3 before transfer to presporulation medium (diploids). After the seventh day of
the tenth sexual cycle, populations were stored and frozen. There was appreciable growth during
four days per sexual cycle. Given a doubling time of 90 minutes under optimal conditions, we
expect a maximum of 64 asexual generations per experimental cycle.
2.2.3.1

Mating

The cultures of opposite mating types were mated in one 96 well plate. Mating type ratio was
manipulated by altering the relative volumes of MATa to MATa culture used: either combined in
an equal ratio or 1:10 ratio in favor of either MATa or MATa, with 24 replicate populations for
each of these three treatments. We chose to hold constant the total number of potential diploids,
which resulted in a weaker dilution for the more common mating type in the skewed mating ratio
treatment (see Table 2.2).
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Table 2.2 Mating ratios during the experiment and in post-experiment assays
Ratio
MATa [mL]a
MATα [mL]a
MATa dilb
MATα dilb

Cell dilb

a-biased

1

0.1

5.5

55

5

unbiased

0.1

0.1

50

50

25

α-biased

0.1

1

55

5.5

5

a Volumes sampled from the saturated cultures of haploids grown in SE.
b Final dilutions of each mating type or of the total number of cells (see details on dilution series in Appendix A.2)

To match the DM treatments, the 24 populations of the IM treatment were grown in two different
sets of wells during the periods where the DM lines were grown as separate mating types and then
combined (in equal ratio of the two sets, similar to the equal mating ratio treatment).
2.2.3.2

Sporulation

After 15 h of growth in presporulation medium (5 pm – 8 am), the cultures were all transferred to
individual 10 mL plastic tubes, where they were spun down, supernatant removed, and 1 mL of
sporulation medium was added. The tubes for sporulation were left in a roller drum at room
temperature for two nights (48 h).
2.2.3.3

Ascus digestion and germination

The sporulated cultures were all transferred to microcentrifuge tubes, spun down, and supernatant
removed. We treated the sporulated lines with 5 μL of 5 U μL-1 of zymolyase with 45 μL of sterile
water (giving 0.5 U μL-1) for 20 minutes at 35 °C, after which the tubes were put on ice. The DM
cultures were sonicated on high on a Bioruptor machine with 30 seconds of sonication followed
by 30 seconds of rest, repeated ten times. The sonicated cultures were then divided, with 20 μL
used to inoculate 1 mL of MATa-specific media and 20 μL used to inoculate 1 mL of MATaspecific media. For the IM treatment, after the zymolyase digestion, we did not sonicate the
cultures as we wanted the tetrads to remain intact to allow for within-tetrad mating. Rather, we
split the culture into two wells, transferring 20 μL culture into 1 mL SE medium.
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After two days of germination and growth in mating type-specific media for the DM lines
or one day of germination and growth plus one day of growth in diploid-specific medium for the
IM lines (days 6 and 7 in Figure 2.1A), all lines were diluted 1:100 into SE medium, and the cycle
restarted.
2.2.4

Assays

At the end of the experiment, the frozen cultures from day 3 (diploids) and 7 (haploids) of cycle
10 were streaked out on SE plates. Single colonies were inoculated into 2 mL of SE medium to
obtain isogenic representatives for each population. After 2 days of growth, cultures were
combined with glycerol and frozen at -80 °C. This procedure was also done to eight independently
grown cultures of the ancestral haploid MATa, the ancestral haploid MATα, and a diploid control
strain formed by mating the two ancestors. The cultures of this diploid strain were only used as a
control in flow cytometry when assaying genome and cell size of the haploid evolved lines. The
cultures of haploid ancestors were also used in flow cytometry and in the other assays of the
evolved haploid lines. The diploid lines of cycle 1 (day 3) were independently grown up from
single colonies and frozen and are used as the ancestral control when assaying the evolved diploid.
2.2.4.1

Mating rate assays

The mating rates of lines were measured under unbiased, α-biased and a-biased ratios (Table 2.2)
with three replicates each. Haploids were grown in SE medium overnight before being combined.
After 24 h, mating cultures were diluted and plated on permissive and diploid-selective media. The
assay was conducted in 9 blocks. We used SE and SE + 5-FOA + g418 + hygromycin for
permissive and diploid-selective media in the first two blocks, respectively, but switched to YPAD
(Yeast Peptone Dextrose with extra 40 mG L-1 of Adenine added) and YPAD + 5-FOA + g418 +
hygromycin in the remaining blocks, for practical reasons (block was used as a random effect in
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our model). Because only a small fraction of cells mated, we made separate dilutions for plating
on permissive and drug plates. After two days of growth, colonies were counted.
To calculate mating rate we first converted colony counts into cell concentrations in the
mated culture. The selective plates gives the concentration of diploid cells, Dmated, whereas the
permissive plates gives the total concentration of cells, Cmated (a mix of haploids and diploids). The
maximum concentration of diploids, Dmax, is different for the biased and unbiased mating. In
unbiased mating ratio, the final culture could (theoretically) consist of 100% diploids (Dmax =
Cmated). In contrast, due to the excess of one mating type, the maximum fraction of diploids in the
biased ratio would be 10% because 10:1 mating ratio would produce at most 9:1 haploids:diploids
if all the rare types mated (Dmax = 0.1 Cmated). Mating rate was calculated by dividing Dmated by
Dmax. This calculation assumes that all cell types grew at the same rate during the 24h mating
period. Because the presence of MATa and MATα pheromones inhibits haploid growth, diploid
cells may have grown faster once produced, which would bias the estimated mating rate upwards.
To avoid cases where we undersampled the diploids and therefore have a noisy estimate of
mating rate, we calculated the maximum number of diploids that we could have plated on the
selective plate had there been 100% mating (Dmax/the dilution factor used for the selective plate)
and removed any estimates where this number was below 500.
Because of the way we infer mating rate (the concentration of diploids from one plate and
the maximum possible concentration of diploids from another), the error distribution is not
binomial (which would normally be used for sampled proportions). We thus fit a linear-mixed
effect model to our data, using line ID and block as random effects and evolutionary treatment and
assay mating ratio as fixed effects, allowing interactions. To disentangle the interactive effects of
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evolutionary treatment and assay ratio we use the emmeans package (Lenth 2020) to make
conditional pairwise comparisons between assay ratios and treatment groups.
We tested whether changes in mating rate were due to evolutionary changes in the common
or in the rare mating type by doing cross-couple matings. We considered only the skewed mating
ratio treatments. From each treatment group, we chose three populations exhibiting higher than
average mating rates in the mating ratio to which they had evolved. The six MATa lines and MATα
lines were mated in a total of 36 combinations. Mating rate was measured three times, split over
two blocks, in the two different mating ratios (a-biased or α-biased). Because we had observed a
higher mating rate in the α-biased ratio in our previous assays we diluted these mating cultures 10fold more than the cultures mated in the a-biased ratio. Because the mating rate was very low, we
decided to exclude measurements from plates where the maximum number of diploids that could
have been plated on the selective plates (Dmax/the dilution factor used for the selective plate) was
below 50. To test whether the increase in mating rate of the couples was achieved by adaptation
to high competition of the more common mating type (MATa lines in the a-biased treatment and
MATα lines in the α-biased treatment), we fit a linear mixed-effect model with mating couple as a
random effect and with assay mating ratio, the treatment under which the MATa line evolved, and
the treatment under which the MATα line evolved as fixed effects. We allowed for three-way
interactions in this model. We assess the effect of the interactions with pairwise comparisons
(conditional on one of the three factors) using the emmeans package (Lenth 2020).
To estimate the mating rate in the IM treatment, we sporulated the ancestral diploid in 16
replicates, treated the cultures with zymolyase with the same procedure as we used for the IM
treatment during the evolution experiment, and germinated them in the same ratio of treated culture
to medium as we used during evolution. After 24 hours of growth we diluted the culture and spread
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it on permissive and diploid-selective plates. Using colony counts on the two types of plates we
calculated the mating rate as described above.
2.2.4.2

Sporulation rate assays

Sporulation rate was measured for 32 lines during the experiment (8 lines from the IM treatment,
8 from each of the DM treatments). For each sexual cycle, we sampled 10 μL of sporulated culture
and counted the number of cells and the number of tetrads with the use of a hemocytometer (tetrads
were counted as one cell). Around 150 cells were counted per line per assay (mean = 150.2,
standard deviation = 52). Sporulation rate was calculated as the number of tetrads divided by the
total number of cells counted. We evaluated a generalized linear model of sporulation rate
explained by evolutionary treatment and the number of sexual cycles and allowed interactions
between treatment and the number of sexual cycles.
After the end of the experiment, we grew the diploid lines from the DM treatments of both
sexual cycle 1 and sexual cycle 10 freezer stocks. The cultures were sporulated for two days using
the protocol described above. The assay was conducted in six blocks and spores were counted by
two people. Around 300 cells were counted per line (mean = 302, standard deviation = 127).
Because block and counter ID had low variance associated with them and because we encountered
convergence errors when attempting to include these in our model, we excluded these random
factors and instead fit a generalized linear model to sporulation rate as a function of evolutionary
treatment or ancestor.
2.2.4.3

Growth-rate assays

All lines were grown from frozen stocks by adding 20 μL of stock to 1 mL of SE medium, kept in
shaking 96-well boxes for 2 days at 30 °C. Lines were then transferred to individual
microcentrifuge tubes and held at 4 °C to arrest growth. For every growth-rate assay, the lines
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were diluted 1:121 and run on a Bioscreen C for between 19-24 h at 30 °C with continuous shaking,
taking an OD600 reading every 15 minutes.
We estimated growth rate as the maximum slope of a spline fit to log-transformed OD
readings using the loess function in R (Gerstein 2012). We tested differences between the evolved
lines of different treatments using ANOVA and compared evolved to ancestral lines with Welch’s
t-test.
2.2.4.4

Flow cytometry

We used flow cytometry to assess cell size and genome size. The haploid lines and their ancestors
(together with a diploid control) were prepared for flow cytometry by fixing with ethanol and
staining with Sytox Green using a protocol similar to Gerstein et al. (2006) (A.3). Samples were
run on an Attune NxT analyser, using 200 μL of the stained cells in 96-well plates. Running on
the plate setting, 160 μL of each sample was processed at 200 μL per minute.
The FCS files were exported and analyzed with the flowCore package (Ellis et al. 2019) in
R. After removing events with very low and high fluorescence or forward scatter, the location of
the first fluorescence peak (BL1.H) was taken as the genomic content of cells. We then took the
standard deviation in BL1.H of all events and selected cells with fluorescence within the range
peak1 ± 0.5 sd. We used the average forward scatter (FSC.H) of these events as a measure of cell
size. Two lines were excluded from the analysis due to experimental error.
2.2.4.5

PCR of MAT locus

To determine the mating type at the MAT locus we performed colony PCR with forward primers
specific for either MATa or MATα and a common reverse primer (details in Table A.2).
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2.2.4.6

Phenotype assays

We assayed ploidy and mating type of the evolved lines by spotting 10 μL of saturated culture
onto agar plates with the two mating type-specific and the diploid-specific media. After two days
we noted whether each spot had grown or not. We performed additional mating type assays at the
end of the experiment by combining MATα cells with MATa tester strains bearing his1 and replica
plating onto dropout plates (not available for MATa cells because our MATα tester was likely
contaminated, see A.4). Because the his3 auxotrophy in our lines complements the his1 auxotrophy
in the tester strain, only diploids formed by mating can grow on this drop-out medium.
2.2.5

Correlations between traits

To explore correlations between traits (mating rate, cell size, and growth rate), we considered only
the lines from the DM treatments. We first determined line means for mating rate in each assay
condition, accounting for random effects by finding predicted values from a mixed-effect model.
The mating rate measured is shared by the mating types from each evolved line and is used for
correlations with both attributes of MATa and MATα cells. We used the mating rate in the mating
ratio in which the lines had evolved. For growth rate and cell size we had one measurement per
mating type per line. Because one MATα line (168) was aberrant in both mating rate and growth
rate (marked with a star in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.5), we reran our analysis excluding this line,
and the results were unchanged. We calculated the Spearman rank correlation for a pair of traits
for each group of lines separately and then averaged these correlations across parallel tests to
increase power. We tested for statistical significance by randomizing (5000 simulations) the
association between trait values within each group to obtain a null distribution for the average rank
correlation. We report P-values from two-sided tests.
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2.3

Results

Raw data and scripts used for analyses are found at https://figshare.com/s/94201ff89f5a21ca4f04.
2.3.1

Mating rate

Mating rate results are shown in Figure 2.2. A linear model including interaction terms between
assay ratio and evolutionary treatment outperformed a model without interactions (#2 = 48.8, P <
10–5), so we made pairwise comparisons between the different mating ratios for each evolutionary
treatment group (and ancestor) separately (using the Tukey method for P-value adjustment). These
tests were performed to assess whether the evolved lines were better at mating in the mating ratio
in which they had evolved. We found no significant differences in the mating rate of the ancestor
in the three mating ratios (P > 0.05 for all t-ratios between assay conditions). The only evolved
group that had a significantly higher mating rate in its evolved condition compared to the other
assay conditions was the α-biased lines (t-ratio to unbiased 4.2, to a-biased 9.0, both with P < 10–
3

).

unbiased assay

α−biased assay

a−biased assay

ancestor unbiased α−biased a−biased

ancestor unbiased α−biased a−biased

ancestor unbiased α−biased a−biased

Mating rate ± SEM

1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.00

Evolutionary treatment

Figure 2.2 Adaptation to breeding system was observed in two out of three evolutionary treatments, based on mating
rate of lines from different evolutionary treatments (colours) assayed in different mating-type ratios (panels). In the
case where the mating rate of a line was measured only once it is represented by an open circle. When measured more
than once, a solid point represents the mean and the grey lines show standard errors. Black circles and error bars show
group means and standard errors. The treatment group that evolved in the assayed condition is filled in.
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To compare the evolutionary treatment groups with each other and the ancestor, we did pairwise
comparisons between the groups separately for each assay condition. When mated in an unbiased
ratio, evolved lines of all treatments outperform the ancestor but not one another. The groups have
more than, or close to, twice the mating rate compared to the ancestral mating rate of 3.6 ± 2%
(mean ± SE): 15.5 ± 2% (t-ratio unbiased – ancestor = 5.38), 11.5 ± 2% (t-ratio α-biased – ancestor
= 3.56), and 11.7 ± 2% (t-ratio a-biased – ancestor = 3.66) for unbiased, α-biased, and a-biased,
respectively (P < 0.005 for all comparisons). The only assay condition where one evolutionary
treatment showed a significantly higher mating rate than the other two evolved groups was the αbiased treatment when mated with an excess of MATα (t-ratio α-biased – unbiased = 3.0, P = 0.018;
t-ratio α-biased – a-biased = 4.8, P < 10–4), although there was a similar trend with unbiased
evolutionary treatment lines performing best in the unbiased assay. No evolved treatment had a
significantly higher mating rate than the ancestor or any other treatment group when mated with
an excess of MATa cells.
The results of the cross-couple mating rate assays can be seen in Figure 2.3. Similar to the
results above, the mating rate in the a-biased ratio was significantly lower than in the α-biased
assay ratio (t = –7.6, P < 10–5). Conditional pairwise tests on the fixed effects of the model revealed
that this effect of mating ratio was entirely driven by matings where MATα had evolved as the
common partner, which had a mating rate of 58 ± 5.2% in the α-biased ratio and 16 ± 5.1% in the
a-biased ratio. Regardless of the assay ratio, matings where the MATα line came from the a-biased
treatment had significantly lower mating rate (t = –5.84, P < 10–5), with means of 5 ± 5.2% in the
α-biased ratio and 2.3 ± 5.1% in the a-biased ratio. Because one MATα line from the α-biased
treatment had a very high mating rate compared to the others (line 168), we also ran the model
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excluding this one line. Doing so maintained the significant benefit of the MATα partner coming
from the α-biased evolutionary treatment (t = 7.2, P < 10–5), regardless of assay ratio and
evolutionary treatment of the MATa partner. It did, however, uncover an additional positive effect:
the MATα from the α-biased treatment had a higher mating rate in its evolved condition if its
mating partner also came from the same treatment (t-ratio α-biased – a-biased = 3.5, P = 0.01).
This did not appear to be a specific compensatory effect within coevolved couples, as a likelihood
ratio test excluded any significant effect of whether partners came from the same evolutionary
replicate (#2 = 0.02, P = 0.88).

Mating rate ± SEM

A

α−biased assay

a−biased assay

B

1.00

1.00

0.75

0.75

0.50

0.50

0.25

0.25

0.00

α−biased assay

a−biased assay

α−biased a−biased

α−biased a−biased

0.00
α−biased a−biased

α−biased a−biased

Evolutionary treatment of MATα

Evolutionary treatment of MATa

Figure 2.3 Cross-couple mating rates across assay ratio (panels) and evolutionary treatment of the MATα line (A)
or MATa line (B) used in the cross. The mating rate of a cross was measured at least twice. The point represents the
mean and the grey lines show standard errors. The stars represent crosses to MATα line 168. Black circles and error
bars show group means and standard errors. The treatment group that evolved in the assayed condition is filled in.

2.3.2

Cell size and genome content

We assessed both cell size and genome content after the last sexual cycle through flow cytometry.
The size of haploid cells decreased for both mating types across all DM treatments when compared
to the ancestral haploid lines but not for the IM lines (ANOVA F = 18.46, P < 10–5, followed by
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Tukey test, P < 0.001 for all ancestor to treatment group comparisons except for the IM treatment,
Figure 2.4A).
We verified the haploid genome content of the lines from the DM treatments. There was
no difference in genome content (DNA fluorescence) between the evolved and control haploids
(ANOVA F = 1.066, P = 0.37). While we expected the lines from the IM treatment to be diploid,
as they were sampled on day 7 (see Figure 2.1), they too exhibited nearly haploid genome content
(Figure 2.4B). Nevertheless, the IM group has a higher genome content than the control haploid
and DM lines (ANOVA F = 19.77, P < 10–5, followed by Tukey test, P < 10–5 for all comparisons
to the IM group, excluding the diploid control).
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Cell size (FSC.H × 10−5) ± SE

A

4

(diploid)

3

(haploid)

2

ancestor

Genome size (BL1.H × 10−5) ± SE

B

unbiased

α−biased

a−biased

IM

α−biased

a−biased

IM

2.25
(diploid)

2.00

1.75

1.50

1.25

1.00

(haploid)

ancestor
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Evolutionary treatment
Figure 2.4 Flow cytometry of evolved lines A: Cell size of ancestral diploid and haploid lines as well as evolved
haploids as measured by flow cytometry. Cell size decreased in all treatment groups with delayed mating. B: Genome
content of ancestors and evolved haploids. Black circles and error bars indicate means and standard errors of
treatments.

2.3.3

Phenotype and mating type assay

At the end of the experiment, we spotted the lines after day 7 (haploids) on the haploid selective
plates. All of our lines showed the expected pattern of growth, with the MATa and MATα lines of
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each treatment growing on their mating type-specific medium but not on that of the other. We also
mated to tester strains to make sure that the haploids were of the expected mating type. The lines
from the IM treatment did not mate with either mating type and exhibited the same growth pattern
on the selective plates as our control diploid.
Because the IM lines showed nearly haploid genome content and size while acting diploid
in the phenotypic and mating type assay, we assessed their MAT genotype through PCR. Each IM
line exhibited both MATa and MATα genes in the active mating type region (Figure A.2). The
difference in genome content of the IM lines from the other haploids could potentially be due to
aneuploidy (or partial duplication) of chromosome III, where the MAT locus is located. This would
explain how the IM lines can grow in diploid-selective medium, which requires both mating type
markers to be present.
2.3.4

Growth rate

Figure 2.5 shows the relative growth rate of the evolved lines compared to the ancestor. We did
not find any significant difference in growth rate between the evolved lines of different treatment
groups (at either ploidy level in either permissive or selective medium) and so compared the
evolved lines as one group to the ancestor. The evolved MATa lines had a significantly higher
growth rate compared to ancestral lines in the mating-type selective, but not the permissive,
medium (t = 6.69, P < 10–5 and t = 0.62, P = 0.54 respectively). The evolved MATα lines had a
higher growth rate compared to the ancestor in both the mating-type selective and permissive
medium (t = 17.70, P < 10–5 and t = 3.81, P < 0.005). The evolved diploid lines increased their
growth rate in the diploid selective, but not permissive, medium (t = 3.38, P < 10–3 and t = 0.36, P
= 0.72). The same pattern was observed in the growth rate of haploid (but mating-type
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heterozygous) IM lines when compared to the diploid ancestor (t = 5.40, P < 10–5 and t = 0.73, P

Relative growth rate ± SE

= 0.47).
a cells

α cells

unbiased α−biased a−biased

unbiased α−biased a−biased

a/α cells

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

unbiased α−biased a−biased

IM

Evolutionary treatment
Growth medium

Permissive

Selective

Figure 2.5 Growth rate increased in all selective media. Growth rate of evolved MATa cells (left panel), MATα
cells (middle), and MATa/α cells (right) is shown in permissive medium (open circles) or selective medium (e.g.,
MATa haploid selective medium for MATa cells in left panel, filled circles). Black circles and error bars show group
means and standard errors. Note the low growth of MATα line 168 (star)

2.3.5

Sporulation rate

We assayed sporulation rate (measured as the frequency of tetrads) of a sample of populations
from each treatment every experimental cycle during the experiment (Figure 2.6A). There was a
significant interaction between experimental cycle and the IM treatment (t = –7.03, P < 10–5). This
follows our observation of the IM lines having haploid genome content and a MATa/α genotype at
the end of the experiment, thus being unable to complete meiosis. Because we had repeated
measurements of the same populations, we also evaluated a mixed-effect model that included
population ID as a random effect. This model gave the same result but had convergence issues.
After the 10th sexual cycle, we sporulated all diploid lines from the DM treatment, as well
as the diploid ancestor (the frozen cultures from day 3 of cycle 1 and of cycle 10). The sporulation
rate of the unbiased treatment was significantly lower than the ancestor in our hemocytometer
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counts after two days in sporulation medium (t = –2.06, P = 0.04, Figure 2.6B), with similar trends
for all three DM groups.
A

a−biased

α−biased

Sporulation rate ± 95% CI

Sporulation rate ± 95% CI

B

Evolutionary treatment
unbiased

IM

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.0
2

5

8

2

5

8

2

5

8

2

Sexual cycle

5

8

ancestor unbiased α−biased a−biased

Evolutionary treatment

Figure 2.6 Sporulation rate of lines during (A) and after (B) the experiment. Each colored open circle is one
hemocytometer count. Curves and grey ribbons in (A) show predicted means (generalized linear model) and 95%
confidence intervals. Black circles and error bars in (B) show predicted means by our generalized model and 95 %
confidence intervals.

2.3.6

Correlations between traits

We found a significant negative correlation between cell size and growth rate in the selective
medium in the DM treatments (r = –0.195, P = 0.023). In addition, this correlation was significantly
more negative in the biased mating ratio treatments compared to the unbiased mating treatment
(biased minus unbiased correlation = –0.47, P = 0.008). Interestingly, cell size was not significantly
correlated between MATa and MATα cells across the evolved lines, and the same was true for
growth rate. This suggests that the genetic basis for the negative trade-off between cell size and
growth rates was, at least in part, mating-type specific.
The average correlation between growth and mating rate (assayed at the mating ratio to
which the line evolved) is also negative, with suggestive statistical evidence (r = –0.17, P = 0.05).
We hypothesized that this result may be driven by stronger trade-offs in the common type, which
is expected to be under stronger sexual selection. Indeed, the correlation was significantly more
negative for the mating type that was common (r = –0.45, P = 0.0016) than for the rare mating
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type (r = 0.09, P = 0.56) in the biased mating treatments (difference between common and rare
correlation coefficient: P = 0.0112). There was no significant correlation between growth rate and
mating rate in either mating type of the unbiased treatment, and no significant difference in the
correlation coefficient of the two mating types in this treatment. We found no significant
correlation between mating rate and cell size of either the common or rare mating type.
Finally, we determined whether the growth rate of diploid cells was related to the average
cell size of the constituent haploid lines. We considered diploid growth in the permissive
environment, which is where initial growth of diploids took place in our experimental protocol.
Averaging across all three DM treatments, there is evidence of a positive correlation between
haploid size and diploid growth (r = 0.23, P = 0.046), implying that diploid growth would have
declined as the haploid cell size decreased in our experiment (Figure 2.4A). This pattern appears
to be driven by the biased treatments (r = 0.31, P = 0.027), whereas there is no significant
correlation in the unbiased treatment (r = 0.076, P = 0.70).
2.4

Discussion

In this study, we grew yeast populations with frequent rounds of sex under different mating
regimes. The mating treatments varied from delayed mating (DM) with either equal proportions
of the two mating types (unbiased), to a skewed ratio in favor of one mating type (α-biased or abiased), to a treatment allowing mating soon after germination (IM). The experimental life cycle
allocated similar time for vegetative haploid and for vegetative diploid growth in the DM lines,
while being free to evolve in the IM lines (Figure 2.1). The total number of asexual generations
was less than ~64 per every sexual cycle: this results in strong selection for sexual characteristics
relative to wild yeast (Ruderfer et al. 2006; Magwene et al. 2011).
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2.4.1

Mating-type specific adaptation

We found an increase in mating rate in all treatments compared to the ancestor when assayed with
an equal ratio of the two mating types, confirming that the response to selection for mating traits
was strong in our experiment, with no significant differences between evolutionary treatment
groups. In the α-biased mating ratio, on the other hand, the lines that evolved under this ratio mated
at a higher rate than the other two treatment groups, a sign of adaptation to breeding system (Figure
2.2). Furthermore, we present evidence that it was the common mating type (in this case MATα)
that had evolved to be better at mating (Figure 2.3), consistent with this type experiencing stronger
mating competition. In contrast, the mating rate in the a-biased ratio was low in all treatment
groups, and we did not find adaptation of the lines in the a-biased treatment to this mating ratio.
The common mating type (MATa) did not increase its propensity to mate, even as they experienced
similar selection as the MATα lines in the α-biased treatment (if not stronger given the low mating
rate of the ancestor in this mating ratio).
Why is it that we find no adaptation of the a-biased populations to their mating treatment?
We hypothesize that the nature of Bar1p protease produced by MATa cells could be responsible
(Sprague and Herskowitz 1981). This extracellular enzyme digests α factor (the mating pheromone
produced by MATα cells). Bar1p ensures that the MATa cell does not initiate mating unless it is in
close proximity to a MATα cell, i.e. the concentration of α factor is high. When α factor reaches
and remains in the pheromone receptors of a MATa cell, the cell stops dividing and prepares for
mating. In liquid culture, the ratio of MATa and MATα cells determine the relative concentration
of Bar1p and α factor, and hence, the likelihood of mating for the MATa cell (Banderas et al. 2016).
We suspect that the abundance of Bar1p in the a-biased mating ratio effectively removed α factor
in the culture, allowing MATa cells to continue vegetative growth and further skewing the ratio
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toward MATa. A mutation to decrease production of Bar1p could not invade, as the effect of a
single cell on the amount of enzyme in the medium would be negligible.
In contrast to the Bar1p protease produced by MATa cells, the corresponding enzyme in
MATα cells that degrades a-factor, Afb1p, is not excreted but rather cell-associated (Steden et al.
1989; Marcus et al. 1991 for suggestive early studies and Huberman and Murray 2013 for isolation,
characterization, and mapping of the Afb1 protein). Consequently, mutations in this gene could
lead to MATα receiving a-factor and mating earlier than their competitors. The difference in
localization between Bar1p and Afb1p could underlie our observation that MATα cells, but not
MATa cells, evolved to be better competitors at mating when common.
Even though our data cannot tell us the mechanism by which the increased mating rate was
reached, we can speculate. Besides Bar1p and Afb1p mutations (discussed above), increased
expression of mating-pheromone (to overcome the degradation of Bar1p and Afb1p) and matingpheromone receptors (to increase sensitivity to the presence of the other mating type) may be
favored. It is possible that selection for haploid growth acted in concert with the latter: by design,
LEU2 is under the same promotor as the STE3 receptor used by MATα, so a change in their
transcription factors could have led to both higher growth rate in leucine-limited medium (Figure
2.5) and increased mating rate (Figure 2.2). This cannot be the only explanation for the increase in
mating rate, however, because we do not see similar increases in mating rate in the other DM
groups (that had similar selection for MATα growth). Furthermore, it fails to explain the negative
correlation we found between mating rate and growth rate in the common mating type in the biased
mating ratios.
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2.4.2

Response in other traits

Although we see dramatic increases in haploid and diploid growth rate, as well as the rate of
mating, we observe little or no difference in sporulation rate between the DM evolved and ancestral
lines. Because S. cerevisiae is known to be good at mating and relatively poor at sporulating
(especially lab lines), we expected strong selection for increased sporulation ability, as a “weak
link” in the sexual cycle. Studies on both natural isolates (Gerke et al. 2006) and laboratory strains
(Codón et al. 1995; Deutschbauer et al. 2002; Enyenihi and Saunders 2003; Deutschbauer and
Davis 2005; Ben-Ari et al. 2006; Hall and Joseph 2010) suggest that many loci are involved in
determining sporulation efficiency and that mutations arise that both increase and decrease
sporulation rate. In addition, increased sporulation rates in response to frequent rounds of sex have
been shown to evolve in other experimental studies with yeast (Zeyl et al. 2005b; Thomasson et
al. 2020). Interestingly, the one study that evolved lines under mating competition saw decreases
in sporulation rate (Reding et al. 2013), suggesting a potential trade-off.
Our correlation analysis suggested two possible trade-offs. First, we observed a trade-off
between growth rate (in the haploid-selective medium) and cell size in haploids, which more
strongly affects the biased mating ratio treatments. Second, our analysis revealed that mating rate
significantly and negatively correlates with growth rate, but only in the common mating type of
the biased treatments. These results suggest that two alternative evolutionary strategies were
available for the mating type under the strongest sexual selection: either gain a numerical
advantage over competitors through increased growth (i.e., those lines with higher growth rates
but lower per-capita mating rates and smaller cells) or increase attractiveness to potential mating
partners (i.e., those lines with lower growth rates but high per-capita mating rate and larger cells).
While the trade-off between mating rate and growth rate has been reported previously (Lang et al.
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2009), our study suggests increasing either trait may be a viable response to increased sexual
selection. Of these strategies, an increase in gamete numbers at the expense of gamete size appears
to result in reduced growth of the diploids that are formed, which is a key trade-off in models of
the evolution of anisogamy (Parker et al. 1972; Randerson and Hurst 2001; Parker 2011). Further
experimental evolution of yeast under strong sexual selection may therefore shed light on the
evolution of sexual size dimorphism.
2.4.3

Haploids with heterozygous mating type escape costs of mating and meiosis

In the IM treatment that selected for mating within a day of germination, all of our lines evolved a
haploid genome content while having a heterozygous mating type, allowing them to escape three
selective pressures: mating, diploid selection, and meiosis. With a heterozygous mating type,
costly haploid-specific expression is eliminated (Lang et al. 2009; Haber 2012), which could give
a growth advantage compared to the ancestor during germination (where in addition, haploid
growth would be arrested by mating pheromones). Haploids disomic for chromosome III (MATa/α)
are able to successfully sporulate only if recombination between homologs is inhibited (Wagstaff
et al. 1982). Mutations allowing these haploids to form a spore wall could explain their resistance
to zymolyase, the digestive enzyme used to kill vegetative cells after sporulation. Our assay for
sporulation focused on signs of meiosis and counted tetrads, finding low levels in the IM lines.
Future work could distinguish spores, regardless of the number of cells they contain, including
using a phase-contrast microscope (e.g. Zeyl et al. 2005) or fluorescent markers (e.g. Gerke et al.
2006).
The evolutionary shift away from diploidy in our IM lines is the reverse of what is
commonly observed among asexually propagated haploid lines. These often evolve to become
diploid while remaining homozygous at their mating-type locus (Gerstein et al. 2006; Gerstein and
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Berman 2015). In fact, our goal for using the immediate mating treatment rather than an asexually
propagated haploid control was to avoid diploidization of the latter.
2.5

Conclusion

We forced yeast to go through alternating rounds of asexual and sexual reproduction under
different mating systems to understand the evolutionary responses to increased sexual competition.
Despite strong selection for meiotic capacity, we observed no evolutionary change in sporulation
rate. The trait correlations we observed suggest that the common mating type can either evolve to
grow more rapidly, providing a numerical advantage during mate competition at the expense of
cell size and diploid fitness, or can evolve to become more attractive to the opposite mating type,
despite a slower growth. This finding supports the theory that disruptive selection on gamete traits
would lead to anisogamy. We found that MATα cells responded more strongly to sexual selection,
evolving to become more efficient at mating, and we hypothesize that this may be caused by
biological differences in the way MATa and MATα cells respond to the presence of pheromones of
the opposite mating type. This result backs suggestions that asymmetry in gamete signaling is an
necessary feature of single-celled eukaryotic mating systems (Hadjivasiliou and Pomiankowski
2016), and offers a different perspective on the evolution of sexual dimorphism. Thus, while
isogamous at a morphological level, at molecular and functional levels, S. cerevisiae is
anisogamous, influencing how it evolves in response to sexual selection.
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Chapter 3: From function to fitness
3.1

Introduction

Assume that life is well adapted. Mutations that are deleterious to the function of a protein tend to
be eliminated, while neutral variants may rise in frequency. When we compare similar proteins
from different species, we find that variation is unequally distributed across the amino acid
sequence: some sites are highly variable while other sites are highly constrained. Variation in
protein sequences tells us what amino acids can be replaced by each other while maintaining
protein function. The assumption is that absence of an amino acid in a particular site in an
alignment of homologous proteins signifies a deleterious effect of that amino acid on protein
functionality. Because we assume the existing variation has already been optimized by selection,
new variants can only either be neutral (if they have high similarity to homologous proteins) or
deleterious (if they differ in a substantial way from its conspecifics). By aligning a protein variant
of interest to similar proteins scientists can assess the likely functionality of the protein. The
philosophical underpinning of this approach is that the observed frequency of a protein variant in
homologous proteins is predictive of its effect on fitness.
Several programs have been developed using the approach of sequence alignment
described above, and their utility has been validated based on known disease-causing alleles in
humans (Ng and Henikoff 2001, 2006). Indeed, protein variants known to cause disease in humans
are often poorly represented in homologous proteins of other species. PROVEAN (Protein
Variation Effect Analyzer, Choi et al. 2012) has come to be a popular tool in genomic inference
and has been used to assess functional differences between proteins in at least 1516 research
studies as of October 2020 (Web of Science citation report). Though PROVEAN was developed
with and evaluated on human medical data it has increasingly been used to assign functional effects
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to identified polymorphisms in a variety of non-human species (Table 3.1). Notably, ecoevolutionary studies have used PROVEAN to find putative causal variants for divergence between
populations (Perrier et al. 2017) and species (Wang et al. 2020) that differ not in one, but many,
proteins. How well does this tool, which was developed with data from humans, work in predicting
fitness effects in other organisms?
Experimental systems offer an exciting opportunity to evaluate the explanatory power of
PROVEAN in non-human systems. In particular, mutation-accumulation (MA) experiments
attempt to separate mutation from selection by repeatedly bottlenecking populations to small size
so that drift rather than selection dominates the probability that a mutation establishes within a
lineage (Halligan and Keightley 2009). With a nearly random sample of mutations in a large
number of MA lines, we can use PROVEAN to predict the functional effects of the mutations that
have accumulated and compare these predictions to direct estimates of relative fitness based on
laboratory assays. We can also compare how well the default human-set threshold for sequence
and alignment works to find homologous sequences in non-human species.
In this study, we test the explanatory power of PROVEAN scores using growth rate data
from three sets of mutation accumulation (MA) lines: Saccharomyces cerevisiae dataset 1 (Sc1,
Sharp et al. 2018), S. cerevisiae dataset 2 (Sc2, Liu and Zhang 2019) and Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii (Cr, Ness et al. 2015; Kraemer et al. 2017a). These datasets span different kingdoms,
ploidy levels (Sc1), environments (Sc2) and genetic backgrounds (Cr). We aimed to determine
whether differences in growth rate among MA lines were well predicted by the alignment-based
score assigned by PROVEAN. As we show, PROVEAN adds limited predictive power in both the
budding yeast datasets and in the C. reinhardtii dataset. We argue that there is a need to critically
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evaluate the applicability of similar mutational effect-prediction algorithms in the field of ecology
and evolution.
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Table 3.1 The use of PROVEAN is widespread in ecology and evolutionary studies
Reference
Species
Cut-off score
Takahashi et al., 2017

Experimental mouse

not reported

Number of
proteins
1

Vázquez-Miranda et al., 2017

default

17

Plumage color

not reported

NA

Human cancer-associated variants

default

>600

Sex-determination

default

1

Resistance to insecticide

Henson et al., 2017

Le
Conte's
thrasher
Toxostoma lecontei
Yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Cichlids
Pseudocrenilabrinae
Red
spider
mite
Tetranychus urticae
Red wolf and Maned wolf

default

1

Intestinal bowel disease

Cheng et al., 2017

Soybean

not reported

14

Resistance to fungi Fusarium graminearum

Khalid, Khalid, Gul, Amir, & Ahmad,
2018
Slugina, Shchennikova, Pishnaya, &
Kochieva, 2018
Cabrera, Castellano, Recio, &
Alvarez, 2019
Alavijeh et al., 2020

Common
wheat
Triticum aestivum
Tomato
Solanum lycopersicum
Crested
wheat
grass
Agropyron cristatum
Citrus
red
mite
Panonychus citri
Fruit bats

default

1

Drought tolerance

not reported

Self-compatibility

not reported

15
(orthologs)
3

default

1

Resistance to insecticide

-1.3

Convergent evolution of frugivory

Klimushina, Kroupin, Bazhenov,
Karlov, & Divashuk, 2020
Sun et al., 2019

Common
wheat
Triticum aestivum
Small brown planthoppers
Laodelphax striatellus

default
default

878
(orthologs)
7
(orthologs)
3

Alvarez, Castellano,
Cabrera, 2019
Yoshida et al., 2019

Wild
barley
Hordeum chilense
Stickleback
Gasterosteus aculeatus
Giardia intestinalis

default

1

Amylose synthesis

abs(2.5)

1

Hybrid male sterility

default

2

Population structure

Proteobacteria
Burkholderia multivorans

not reported

62

Antibiotic resistance

Mercatanti, Lodovichi, Cervelli, &
Galli, 2017
Gammerdinger, Conte, Sandkam,
Penman, & Kocher, 2019
Bajda et al., 2017

Wang et al., 2020

Recio,

&

Lecová, Tůmová, & Nohýnková,
2019
Diaz Caballero et al., 2018

Trait/pattern
Cataract

Grain hardness

Amylose synthesis
Climate adaptation (cold tolerance)
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Reference

Species

Cut-off score

Trait/pattern

default

Number of
proteins
1

Al Khatib, Al Thani, & Yassine, 2018

H1N1 influenza

Yoshitomi et al., 2018

Coxsackievirus (CV)‐A6

not reported

1

Clinical symptoms

Sharma et al., 2018

HIV-1

default

1

Protein evolution

Kadian et al., 2018

Plasmodium vivax

default

1

Protein evolution

Martino et al., 2018

Lactobacillus plantarum

default

3

Assess function of candidate variants for adaptation

Zepeda Mendoza et al., 2018

Vampire bat
Desmodus rotundus
Lake trout
Salvelinus namaycush
HSV-1

default

At least 4

Assess function of candidate variants for adaptation

default

207

Estimate mutational load within species

not reported

64

Find variants associated with plaque size

Nigerian goats

default

1

Detect potential sites under positive selection

Stickleback
Gasterosteus aculeatus
Stickleback
Gasterosteus aculeatus
G. nipponicus
Yellow robin
Eopsaltria australis
Asteraceae

abs(2.5)

530

abs(1.3)
abs(2.5)
abs(4.1)
-4.1
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Filter QTL candidates for adaptative differences
between ecotypes
Find functional differences between proteins in two
different species

default

100s

Evaluate candidate variants for mitochondrial lineage
differences
Estimate mutational load between species

Heuermann et al., 2019

Zea maize

not reported

2

Find causal variants for mutant phenotypes

Fisher, Kryazhimskiy, & Lang, 2019

Saccharomyces cerevisiae

not reported

9

Buhl et al., 2019

Pseudomonas aeruginosa

default

21

Describe adaptive mutations from experimental
evolution
Find candidate variant for resistance

del Olmo, Poza-Viejo, Piñeiro, Jarillo,
& Crevillén, 2019
Bhattacharya, Dhar, Banerjee, & Ray,
2019
Longo et al., 2019

Brassica rapa

default

1

Find candidate variants for flowering time

Common wheat
Triticum aestivum
Klebsiella pneumoniae

default

1

default

6

Assess functional impacts of differences between two
concensus domains of protein
Find candidate variant for colistin resistance

Parker, Berny Mier y Teran, Palkovic,
Jernstedt, & Gepts, 2020

Common
Phaseolus vulgaris

default

1

Perrier et al., 2017
Danaher et al., 2017
Yakubu, Salako, De Donato, &
Imumorin, 2017
Kusakabe et al., 2017
Yoshida et al., 2016
Morales, Pavlova,
Sunnucks, 2015
Hodgins et al., 2015

Joseph,

&

bean

12

Protein evolution

Functional importance of candidate variant for pod
indehiscence
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Reference

Species

Cut-off score

Trait/pattern

default

Number of
proteins
1

He et al., 2019

Vampire bats
Phyllostomidae
Mycobacterium africanum
Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Tick-borne
encephalitis
(TBE)
Rathayibacter toxicus

default

18

default

1

Assess candidate variants between lineages for
metabolic differences
Assess variants compared to reference strain

default

20

Assess functionality of antibiotic genes

Arabidopsis thaliana

not reported

1

Filter sequence variants for functional effects

Wild
grass
Dasypyrum villosum
Tomato
Solanum lycopersicum
Hemibiotrophic
fungus
Fusarium fujikuroi
Lactobacillus rhamnosus

not reported

1

Assess allelic diveristy

default

1

Find variants for trait variation

not reported

36

Find variants for trait variation

not reported

6

Assess phenotypic impact of SNPs

Castellá, Bragulat, Cigliano, &
Cabañes, 2020
Veilleux, Louis, & Bolnick, 2013

Aspergillus carbonarius

not reported

1

Assess variation within species

Nocturnal lemurs

not reported

1

Schweizer et al., 2016

Grey wolves

not reported

1

Assess variation among species; estimate mutational
load
Functional impact on protein

Renaut & Rieseberg, 2015

Compositae crops

default

>1000?

Estimate mutational load in domesticated species

Conte et al., 2017

Spruce

6928

Estimate mutation load

Li et al., 2014

Antarctic penguin

default
(but
tests others)
default

4922

Find candidate genes for adaptation

Harrison, Guymer, Spiers, Paterson,
& Brockhurst, 2015
Rasal et al., 2016

Pseudomonas fluorescens

not reported

2

Find adaptative variants from experimental evolution

Zebrafish
Danio rerio
Black
cottonwood
Populus trichocarpa
Review

default

1

Single gene analysis

not reported

~20000?

Assess mutational load

na

na

Assess inbreeding depression

Ofori-Anyinam et al., 2020
Alfano et al., 2020
Tancos et al., 2020
Seung, Echevarría-Poza, Steuernagel,
& Smith, 2020
Bazhenov,
Chernook,
Kroupin,
Karlov, & Divashuk, 2020
Rowland et al., 2020
Piombo,
Bosio,
Acquadro,
Abbruscato, & Spadaro, 2020
Stage et al., 2020

Zhang, Zhou, Bawa, Suren, &
Holliday, 2016
Kardos, Taylor, Ellegren, Luikart, &
Allendorf, 2016

Find candidate variants for immunesystem adaptation
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Reference

Species

Cut-off score

Trait/pattern

default

Number of
proteins
1280

Yoshida, Makino, & Kitano, 2017

Japan
Sea
Stickleback
Gasterosteus nipponicus
Salmonella typhimurium

not reported

3

Rice
Oryza sativa
Florida panthers and Texas
puma
Yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Woodpecker
Melanerpes

not reported

thousands

Classifying mutational effects of proteins in bacteria
and relating to competitive fitness
Assess mutational load

default

2

Screening for mutations deleterious for species

default

~200

Assess adaptations under experimental evolution

default

6

Assess variation among species

yeast

not reported

2

Assess adaptations under experimental evolution

Multiple
domesticated
species
Multiple reptilian species

default

Assess mutational load

default

Tens
of
thousands
4

Lake trout
Salvelinus namaycush
Ostriches

default

~4000

Assess mutational load

default

6

Find candidate loci for adaptation

Hall, Harrison, & Brockhurst, 2018

Pseudomonas spp.

not reported

1

Hamabata et al., 2019

Endangered island endemic
plants
Threespine stickleback
Gasterosteus aculeatus

abs(2.5)

Tens
of
thousands
3512

Assess variation among species; candidate variants for
trait variation
Assess mutational load

Lind, Arvidsson, Berg, & Andersson,
2017
Liu, Zhou, Morrell, & Gaut, 2017
Ochoa, Onorato, Fitak,
Parker, & Culver, 2017
Gorter et al., 2017

Roelke-

Navarro-Sigüenza, Vázquez-Miranda,
Hernández-Alonso, García-Trejo, &
Sánchez-González, 2017
De Lomana et al., 2017
Makino et al., 2018
Priyam, Tripathy, Rai, & Ghorai,
2018
Ferchaud, Laporte, Perrier, &
Bernatchez, 2018
Al-Shuhaib et al., 2018

Yoshida et al., 2020

default

Assess mutational load

Assess variation among species

Assess mutational load
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3.2

Background

Predicting the impact of amino acid substitutions on protein function has been a long-standing goal
of molecular evolutionary research. An early approach compared proteins among related species
to determine which amino acids were most substitutable over evolutionary time. Highly similar
proteins were gathered, and the frequency of different amino acid substitutions in these sequences
were used to determine a substitution matrix. Henikoff and Henikoff (1992) gathered conserved
regions of proteins (“blocks”) from the PROSITE database for over 500 protein families to
generate the BLOSUM matrix (short for Blocks substitution matrix). The score for a certain amino
acid substitution in the BLOSUM is a log-odds ratio, Log(H1/H0), where H0 is the probability of
seeing the two amino acids align by chance (frequency of amino acid 1 times the frequency of
amino acid 2), and H1 is the frequency of this amino acid pair in the conserved blocks (for a primer
to the BLOSUM matrices, see Eddy 2004). The BLOSUM62 matrix that is used for protein
alignment in PROVEAN has blocks aligned from proteins that are less than 62% identical. A 62%
cut-off ensures that the proteins that are being compared are fairly divergent; within these proteins,
only the conserved regions are used in the BLOSUM matrix, ensuring that their similarities reflect
selection.
Cargill et al. (1999) used the BLOSUM62 matrix to rank single nucleotide polymorphisms
in human proteins as conserved or not. This spurred Ng and Henikoff (2001) to develop SIFT
(Separate Intolerant From Tolerant): they argue that the functional impact of an amino acid
substitution cannot be solely predicted by its score in the BLOSUM matrix. Rather, one needs to
consider the position in the sequence and existing polymorphisms in highly homologous
sequences. While BLOSUM62 is based on highly diverged proteins (and the conserved regions
thereof), SIFT relies on homologous proteins to predict whether a mutation exists in a functionally
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important part of the protein. It calculates a matrix giving the probability of a substitution for each
position in the protein. For any given mutant protein, SIFT can predict whether it will be
functionally deleterious given its probability in the site-specific matrix.
The Protein Variant Effect Analyzer (PROVEAN) was introduced by Choi et al. (2012) as
a tool to predict the effects of not only amino acid substitutions but also in-frame insertion and
deletions. Similar to SIFT, PROVEAN gathers clusters of highly homologous sequences in the
NCBI non redundant protein sequences (nr) database. Rather than producing probabilities of
substitution across the protein of interest, PROVEAN computes an alignment score for both the
query sequence (i.e. wild type) and the mutant to these sequence clusters. The difference in the
mean alignment score for the query and mutant protein is called the PROVEAN score.
In the first step of PROVEAN, a BLAST search is done using the submitted query
sequence. An Expect (E) value cut-off of 0.1 is used to find homologous, while still distantly
related, sequences. This typically results in thousands of matches across a wide range of taxa. To
avoid redundancy the found sequences are clustered based on a cut-off of 75% sequence similarity
within a cluster. Then, the top 30 clusters most similar to the query sequence are used to calculate
alignment scores to the query and mutant sequence and finally to compute difference in mean
alignment scores of the query and mutant sequences, the PROVEAN score. The supporting
sequence set can be saved and analyzed independently. The PROVEAN process is summarized in
Figure 3.1A.
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Figure 3.1 Conceptual figure of project. (A) Outline of PROVEAN process, inspired by Figure 10 in (Choi et al.
2012). In the final step, each sequence of the supporting set is aligned to the query and variant protein. The mean
alignment score of each cluster to query or variant is taken. The average of these average alignment scores makes out
the qmean and vmean. (B) All protein variants between the MA ancestor and MA lines were submitted to PROVEAN.
(C) We also assess how variants between the reference and MA ancestor are scored. Created with BioRender.com.
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As described above, PROVEAN reports the difference in average alignment scores (called
PROVEAN score) of the query and mutant protein to the gathered sequence clusters, together with
a predicted functional category (either deleterious or neutral). Though it is possible for a mutant
protein to receive a higher mean alignment score than the wild type, there is no category for
beneficial effects. Whether PROVEAN will call the variant deleterious or not depends on a preset
threshold. The default value of this score is -2.5; a PROVEAN score below this is called
deleterious. The default cut-off value was determined by maximizing sensitivity (detection) and
specificity (accuracy) when assigning functional effects to human protein variants that are
common polymorphisms versus disease-causing (Choi et al. 2012; Choi and Chan 2015). The
researchers suggest changing the cut-off depending on the user’s needs. In the studies summarized
in Table 3.1 that applied PROVEAN to non-human organisms, however, nearly all used the default
cut-off value. As far as we can tell, there has been no attempt to find other species-specific
thresholds. Many previous studies used PROVEAN to draw conclusions about the relative
mutational load in a variety of situations: in different habitats of nocturnal lemurs (Veilleux et al.
2013), between native and invasive species of Asteraceae (Hodgins et al. 2015), between
domesticated and wild Compositae crops (Renaut and Rieseberg 2015), populations of Lake Trout
(Perrier et al. 2017), and between new sex chromosomes in cichlids (Gammerdinger et al. 2019).
It is worth noting that PROVEAN operates on the null hypothesis that all large changes to proteins
are deleterious (the more dissimilar to the query sequence the worse). Adaptation to a new
environment requiring large changes to a protein will thus be misclassified as deleterious. Some
studies (e.g. Yoshida et al. 2016; Kusakabe et al. 2017) have used the absolute score of PROVEAN
to find function altering proteins among populations. This assumes that a protein variant will be
scored symmetrically around 0.
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Here we analyze three MA datasets that combine genomic information with growth rate
data, allowing us to evaluate whether mutations scored as deleterious by PROVEAN correlate with
measured fitness (Figure 3.1B).
3.3

Methods

3.3.1
3.3.1.1

Data processing
S. cerevisiae dataset 1

This experiment is described in detail in Sharp et al. (2018). In short, 220 replicate yeast lines were
propagated under relaxed selection for 100 days of continuous growth (~1500 generations per
line). The 220 lines were equally distributed among four groups; haploid and diploid lines had
either their copy of the RDH54 gene (responsible for homologous recombination and repair during
mitosis) deleted or intact. At the end of the experiment, the growth rate of 218 of these lines, and
182 replicates of their ancestors (equally distributed among the four groups), were measured in
two Bioscreen C machines. The growth rate assay was done 11 times, over consecutive days. The
growth rates from one machine on one day was omitted from the data analysis because of a shaking
malfunction, such that the number of observations varies between 10 and 11 for the lines. There
was a reduction in the mean growth rate of diploid, but not haploid, MA lines compared to controls.
Nevertheless, there was significant genetic variation in all groups of MA lines, but in no group of
the control lines (evaluated by likelihood ratio test of mixed effect model with or without line
identity as an explanatory factor, Sharp et al. 2018). The genomic analysis revealed high rates of
aneuploidy in the diploid lines, which could explain a large part, but not all, of the reduction in
fitness of the diploid MA lines.
We used the mutations reported in Sharp et al. (2018; Dataset_S2.xlsx). There were 1474
genic mutations in the dataset, occurring in 1219 unique genes across 218 MA lines. We extracted
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the nucleotide and protein sequence of the genes affected using YeastMine. From the same
database, we downloaded the location of introns in these genes. The reference nucleotide sequence
was then mutated in silico to represent the mutant sequence, which was then transcribed and
translated, using the seqinr package in R. Additionally, we analyzed VCF files to obtain a table of
mutations in the ancestral line as compared to the yeast reference genome (version R64-2-1). In
cases where the ancestor and reference strain differed for a mutated gene (126 genes) we separately
computed the ancestral protein and used it for comparison to the MA lines. We wrote an algorithm
to produce protein variants in the format PROVEAN requires. From 1474 genic mutations, 1126
protein variants were computed (in 961 unique proteins). Three samples (lines 113, 202, and 206)
had no nonsynonymous mutations and were dropped. When an MA line had more than one
nonsynonymous mutation in a particular gene both mutations were considered when altering the
protein and the number of mutant proteins is reported once.
The growth rates reported in Sharp et al. (2018; Dataset_S2.xlsx) include all replicate
measurements for each line. We evaluated the percentage of variation in growth rate explained by
line identity in the ancestor and MA lines. In the control group, where each line was an isogenic
copy of the ancestor, 2% of variance could be attributable to line identity. In the MA lines, 15%
of variance was attributable to differences among lines. The intra class correlation for MA line
was 0.169 (computed with the performance package in R). Unless otherwise noted, we used all
replicate measurements of each MA line to create one response variable that we call relative
fitness: the average growth rate of each MA line compared to the average growth rate of the
ancestral line with the same mating type, ploidy (haploid or diploid), and RDH54 gene status
(presence or knockout of gene involved in homologous repair), accounting for random block
effects (for the significance of mating type and RDH54 status refer to Sharp et al. 2018). There
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were two lines for which there was no growth rate data; these lacked mitochondrial function
(“petite”) by the end of the MA experiment and were excluded from the analysis (lines 110 and
189). Information on sequence depth, heterozygosity of mutations in diploids, and changes in
chromosome copy number were compiled by N.S.
3.3.1.2

S. cerevisiae dataset 2

This experiment is described in detail in Liu & Zhang (2019). In short, 168 replicate diploid yeast
lines were propagated under relaxed selection for around 60 bottlenecks under continuous growth
(~1000 generations per line). The 168 lines were equally distributed among seven treatment groups
that were grown in different kinds of media. Two lines were lost during MA, likely due to lethal
mutations. At the end of the experiment, the growth rate of frozen samples from the beginning of
the experiment and evolved MA lines were measured through cell counts of single colonies (one
colony per line) on the same medium as they had evolved. There was a general reduction in mean
growth rate of the MA lines compared to controls. The genomic analysis revealed high rates of
aneuploidy and segmental duplications in two environments, which could explain a large part, but
not all, of the reduction in fitness.
We used the mutations reported in Liu and Zhang (2019; Data_S1.xlsx). Additionally, Dr.
Zhang supplied us with a table of mutations in their ancestral line relative to the S288C reference
genome. We used the same method as described above. There were 1147 genic mutations,
occurring in 968 unique genes, across 165 MA lines. From 1147 genic mutations, 877 protein
variants were computed (in 754 unique proteins). Out of 754 altered proteins, 16 already differed
between the S288C reference genome and the laboratory ancestor, in which case the latter was
used as the query sequence.
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Growth rates in five different media were reported in Liu and Zhang (2019). Because each
line was measured only once, we cannot produce a repeatability estimate. However, we can see
that the variance among measurements of the ancestors (23-24 measurements in each condition)
is smaller than the variance among MA lines (F-value = 28.23, P <10-5). We computed the relative
fitness of each evolved MA line by subtracting the mean initial growth rate of the starting strains
in the focal medium from the final growth rate of each line in its medium.
In addition, we used the information on chromosome aneuploidies and segmental
duplications and deletions from Liu and Zhang (2019; TableS2.xlsx) to compute a relative genome
size for each strain.
3.3.1.3

C. reinhardtii dataset

This experiment is described in detail in Morgan, Ness, Keightley, & Colegrave (2014). In short,
15 replicate lines from each of six different C. reinhardtii strains (for a total of 90 MA lines) were
propagated under relaxed selection for around 85 bottlenecks under continuous growth (~1000
generations per line). At the end of the experiment the experimenters measured growth rates of
replicates of the ancestor and MA lines and found an increase in variance in fitness as well as a
reduction in mean fitness in the MA lines. The genomic analysis of these lines was presented in
Ness et al. (2015). Competitive growth rates of the MA lines and ancestors were reported in
Kraemer et al. (2017), where they found significant correlations between the number of
nonsynonymous mutations in coding regions and the growth rates of MA lines.
We received an annotated table of the mutations reported in Ness et al. (2015) as well as
VCF files containing the mutations in their six ancestral lines compared to the genome reference.
We downloaded an annotated table for all transcripts in the Chlamydomonas reference genome
from Dicots PLAZA 4.0 (version 5.5, Van Bel et al., 2018) to choose mutations that occur in
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coding sequences. Out of the original 6843 mutations, 6209 were genic, and 3900 occurred in
coding sequences. In the category of coding sequence mutations, as defined by Dicots PLAZA,
four were found in a UTR, three were intronic, and four were found in chloroplast or mitochondrial
DNA for which we did not have transcript sequences. Removing these, we were left with 3889
mutations, representing 1439 mutated proteins after combining mutations. We found that the
majority of transcripts that were mutated during mutation accumulation already had existing
variants in the ancestral strain, relative to the reference (Table 3.2). 1397 out of the originally
predicted 1439 protein variants remained once ancestral variation had been considered (Table 3.2).

Table 3.2 Number of protein-coding mutations for MA lines of a particular ancestral C. reinhardtii line and the
ancestral line’s protein-coding mutations.
Ancestor
Number of mutated Number of which had prior Number
of Number of protein
strain ID

proteins in MA linesa

mutation(s) in ancestor

MA lines

variantsb

1373

381

234

12

390

1952

80

75

14

82

2342

188

171

12

192

2344

239

225

15

244

2931

351

322

14

358

2937

130

109

15

131

Total

1369

1136

82

1397

a

Each protein is counted only once, even if several MA lines have mutations in the protein.
Each change to a protein in any mutant sample is counted. This is the number of variants submitted to be scored by
PROVEAN.
b

We found 2 cases in the C. reinhardtii dataset where the reported reference nucleotide deviated
from that found in the Dicots PLAZA 4.0 sequence, in each case, the differences between the two
reference sequences were synonymous. This discrepancy was likely due to the two different
reference genomes used (Ness et al. used v5.3; Van Bel et al. used v5.5).
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The ancestral nucleotide sequence was mutated in silico to represent the mutant sequence.
The mutated sequence was then translated using the seqinr package in R. To test the accuracy of
our sequence-mutating code, we mutated the coding sequence to the reference nucleotide given by
the C. reinhardtii dataset and verified that this produced the reference transcript. We converted the
protein variants into the format PROVEAN requires. In cases with alternative transcripts, we
treated these as separate proteins in PROVEAN and then report the minimum score given to any
protein variant of a gene. This occurred in 42 unique cases, involving all ancestral backgrounds.
While the difference in scores between transcripts in general was small, we found two cases where
the score for one affected transcript was below the default -2.5 threshold while the other was above
it, and six cases where the scores fell above and below zero. Six out of the total 1397 protein
variants failed to receive a score from PROVEAN, likely because the changes to the protein were
too large to compute alignment scores between the clusters gathered and the mutant protein and
were ignored in the analysis (these occurred in six different samples across five ancestral
backgrounds).
Growth rates for each MA line were found in the DRYAD repository for Kraemer et al.
(2017b). We followed Kraemer et al. (2017a) and excluded three lines for which they estimated
extreme mutation rate values; 72 MA lines remained. Because the researchers did not find an effect
of treatment on competitive fitness of their lines (Table 3, Kraemer et al., 2017a) we used the
estimated fitness in the benign environment for our analysis. Kraemer et al. (2017b) report
competitive fitness (calculated as the growth rate of the focal strain minus the growth rate of the
competitor strain) for all replicate measurements for each MA line and ancestor. The percentage
of variance in competitive fitness attributed to line identity in the MA lines was 39%. The intra
class correlation for line identity was 0.40 (computed with the performance package in R). We
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used all replicates to create one response variable that we refer to as relative competitive fitness:
the average growth rate of each MA line compared to the average growth rate of its ancestor,
accounting for the random block effect of plate.
3.3.2

Running PROVEAN

We ran PROVEAN on the ComputeCanada cluster. As the program failed to run with the recent
BLAST software (version 2.9.0), we configured PROVEAN to run with psiblast and blastdbcmd
from BLAST version 2.4.0. We used version 4.8.1 of CD-HIT. We ran our variants with the NCBI
nr database from 12/11/2019, which holds 142 GB of non-redundant sequences (229,636,095
sequences). We ran a subset of variants using the 2012 database, on which PROVEAN was
developed (the first 5 GB), without radical changes to the PROVEAN scores of variants. The
supporting sequence sets used to compute the alignment scores for all proteins were saved.
We supplied the protein of the ancestor as the query sequence. It should be noted, that
PROVEAN has not been validated for frameshift and/or nonsense mutations. We have several
protein variants that cause large changes to the protein. These all received very negative scores
(Table 3.3). A small set of large protein changes also received large positive scores (which
PROVEAN calls neutral). To avoid undue influence of these very negative scores in downstream
analyses, we set their value to the lowest (or highest in the case of large positive values) score
given to any single amino acid substitution in the data set (-14 for both S. cerevisiae datasets, 12.8 and +5.18 for Cr).
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Table 3.3 Summary of protein mutations and scores in (a) Sc1, (b) Sc2, (c) Cr1 dataset. Complex mutations refer
to cases where more than one kind of mutation (substitution, insertion, or deletion) occur in the same protein.
(a)
Type
Number
Max score
Min score

(b)

(c)

3.3.3

single aa substitution

1015

5.22

-14

duplication

5

0.574

-3.74

deletion

71

0.813

-4000

insertion

2

1.64

-4.78

complex

37

-0.747

-2650

single aa substitution

723

7.37

-14.0

duplication

28

2.08

-9.54

deletion

63

-1.48

-5978

insertion

1

-0.169

-0.169

complex

62

4.07

-2911

single aa substitution

1263

5.18

-12.7

duplication

27

1.5

-6.84

deletion

73

0.581

-4259

insertion

19

1.84

-8

complex

142

1343

-6620

Statistical analyses

In our analysis, we use a number of summary statistics. The first is the number of mutant proteins
per line, Ψtotal. Based on the PROVEAN score, each of the protein variants is classified as neutral
or deleterious. The second summary statistic is the number of mutant proteins classified as
deleterious using the default cut-off of -2.5 by PROVEAN, Ψdel. Because some studies have used
the absolute departure from zero (Yoshida et al. 2016, 2019; Kusakabe et al. 2017), we also
investigate the number of protein variants scored below -2.5 or above 2.5, Ψabs. We also
investigated whether there is any quantitative information in the PROVEAN score, above the
categorical information (neutral or deleterious). Therefore, we explored models using the sum of
PROVEAN scores: ∑tot is the sum of mutant protein scores for each MA line.
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Initial analyses failed to find a significant effect of the number of altered proteins, Ψtotal,
on the relative fitness of the yeast lines. In an attempt to account for the importance of a protein to
fitness, we used a previously published list of essential genes in yeast (Winzeler et al. 1999,
downloaded from the Yeast Deletion Web Pages) and added the “essentialness” of a protein as an
explanatory factor in our models of the yeast datasets. Summary variables by the essentialness of
the proteins are labelled Ψtot_ess, Ψdel_ess, Ψabs_ess, and ∑tot_ess.
To compare the usefulness of our explanatory variables we make a null model for each
dataset that includes no information about protein changes. We compare models using the four (or
eight in the case of yeast data) different summary variables (Ψtotal, Ψdel, Ψabs, and ∑tot) to the null
model using the R package AICcmodavg. We use this package to produce model selection tables
based on second order Akaike’s information criterion (AIC).
3.3.3.1

S. cerevisiae dataset 1

We analyzed haploids and diploids first together and then separately, given that mutational effects
may differ between them due to masking in diploids. For both sets RDH54 gene status was also
included as a predictor in the models. In the diploids, relative genome size was also included.
Because haploid MA lines did not experience an overall decrease in growth rate (but still showed
genetic variance in fitness), we explored models with the absolute value of relative fitness (a
decrease and increase in fitness of the same magnitude will count the same). 18% of the protein
variants occurred in essential genes (197 out of 1130).
3.3.3.2

S. cerevisiae dataset 2

We used linear models of relative fitness as a function of each PROVEAN predictor, relative
genome size (computed by adding or subtracting potentially lost or gained chromosomes or large
segmental deletions or insertions), and environment during MA. We combined our analysis of the
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strains from the different backgrounds as we found no significant effect of environment on the
effect of MA (F = 1.38, P = 0.22). 20% of the protein variants occurred in essential genes (178 out
of 877).
3.3.3.3

C. reinhardtii dataset

We used linear models of relative fitness as a function of each PROVEAN predictor and included
ancestral background as a random effect. Because competitive fitness only decreased significantly
after MA in two out of six ancestral backgrounds (CC2342 and CC2931), we also explored models
with the absolute value of competitive fitness as the predictor variable.
3.4

Results

The result files and supporting sequence sets produced by PROVEAN, as well as scripts used for
analyses are available for download at https://zoology.ubc.ca/~sandell/provean_project/. As
shown below, we find that PROVEAN does not consistently predict fitness effects in the mutation
accumulation studies examined when comparing mutant proteins to the proteins of their most
immediate laboratory ancestor.
3.4.1

S. cerevisiae dataset 1

We evaluated linear models of relative fitness with ploidy, RDH54 gene status, and relative
genome size as fixed effects. We found no predictive effect of the number of mutant proteins Ψtot
(t value = -0.18, P = 0.86), the number of deleterious mutant proteins Ψdel (t value = -1.1, P = 0.30),
the number of mutant proteins with absolute score greater than 2.5 Ψabs (t value = -0.84, P = 0.40),
or the total sum of PROVEAN scores Σtot (t value = 0.96, P = 0.304). Model comparisons show
that none of the models evaluated had a lower AICc than the null model (with the fixed effects of
ploidy, RDH54 gene status, and genome size). We received the same qualitative result for all tests
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and model comparisons when evaluating the predictive power of changes only to essential proteins
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(see Figure 3.2).

Explanatory variable in model
Figure 3.2 PROVEAN prediction adds little explanatory power to growth rate differences among MA
lines

We proceeded by separating the dataset into haploid and diploid MA lines. Running the same set
of models as above but using only diploid lines (such that the only explanatory variable in the null
model is RDH54 gene status and relative genome size) we got the same qualitative result as in the
whole dataset. In the haploid lines, we focus on the absolute value of relative growth rate as the
predictor variable, as the lines did not decline significantly in mean fitness. Because there were no
large changes in genome size in the haploid lines, the null model for this set is fitted with only
RDH54 status as the explanatory variable. In addition, there was no score above +2.5 in the haploid
lines (meaning Ψdel = Ψabs and Ψdel_ess = Ψabs_ess). We found no predictive effect of the number of
mutant proteins, whether considering all or only essential proteins: Ψtot (t value = 1.4, P = 0.18),
Ψdel (t value = 1.4, P = 0.18), Ψtot_ess (t value = 0.25, P = 0.80), Ψdel_ess (t value = -1.2, P = 0.24).
We found that the sum of PROVEAN scores Σtot had a significant negative effect on the absolute
change in relative growth rate (t value = -2.1, P = 0.04), but this result is opposite of what would
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be expected if PROVEAN scores accurately predicted change in fitness. When considering all
mutant proteins in haploids, the Σtot model outperforms the null with a ΔAICc of -2.21, but does
not when considering only essential proteins (t value = 0.13, P = 0.89, the null model again was
the model of choice).
3.4.2

S. cerevisiae dataset 2

We evaluated linear models of relative fitness with MA environment and relative genome size as
fixed effects. We found no predictive effect of the number of mutant proteins Ψtot (t value = 0.70,
P = 0.49), the number of deleterious mutant proteins Ψdel (t value = 0.81, P = 0.42), the number of
mutant proteins with absolute score bigger than 2.5 Ψabs (t value = 0.87, P = 0.39), or the total sum
of PROVEAN scores Σtot (t value = -0.62, P = 0.53). Notice also that the effect of these variables
has opposite sign compared to their effect in Sc1 above. Model comparisons show that none of the
models evaluated had a substantially lower AICc than the null model (with the fixed effects of
genome size and MA environment) (Figure 3.2). None of the P values is small enough to withstand
any correction for multiple tests.
We then turned to models using changes only to essential proteins. We found a suggestive
effect of the total number of essential proteins mutated, Ψtot_ess (t value = 1.737, P = 0.08) and a
significant positive effect on growth rate of the number of essential proteins with deleterious scores
Ψdel_ess (t value = 1.995, P = 0.048). The effect was very similar when considering the absolute
value of PROVEAN score, Ψabs_ess (t value = 1.985, P = 0.049). Model comparisons show that
accounting for mutations in essential proteins, whether through the total number Ψtot_ess (ΔAICc =
-0.89), the sum of PROVEAN scores Σtot_ess (ΔAICc = -0.67), or subsetting based on the
PROVEAN category (whether Ψdel_ess c = -1.89 or Ψabs_ess ΔAICc = -1.85) slightly outperforms
the null model (see Figure 3.2). The model of choice is the number of essential proteins with
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mutations scored as deleterious by PROVEAN, Ψdel_ess. These results are, however, not compelling
as the ΔAICc values are all less than two in magnitude, and none of the P values is small enough
to withstand any correction for multiple tests.
3.4.3

C. reinhardtii dataset

We began evaluating linear mixed effect models using ancestral line as a random factor. There
was no predictive effect of the number of mutant proteins Ψtot (t value = 0.6, P = 0.54), the number
of deleterious mutant proteins Ψdel (t value = -0.5, P = 0.6), the number of mutant proteins with
absolute score greater than 2.5 Ψabs (t value = -0.6, P = 0.5), or the total sum of PROVEAN scores
Σtot (t value = -0.2, P = 0.8). Model comparisons show that none of the models evaluated had a
lower AICc than the null model (with the only predictor being the random effect of ancestral
background).
Because competitive fitness decreased significantly during MA in only two out of six
ancestral backgrounds, we decided to also explore models using the absolute value of relative
competitive fitness. Again, there was no predictive effect of Ψtot (t value = -1.4, P = 0.16), Ψdel (t
value = -0.248, P = 0.8), Ψabs (t value = -0.1, P = 0.9), or Σtot (t value = 0.7, P = 0.5). None of the
models evaluated had a lower AICc than the null model (with the only predictor being the random
effect of ancestral background).
Even if we separated the dataset into the different genetic backgrounds, we found only one
case where a model including information from PROVEAN was the model of choice. In the 1952
background Ψabs provided a significant explanatory effect (t value = -2.99, P = 0.01), and it was
chosen over the null model (which had no predictor variable) with ΔAICc of 4.3. Again, however,
the effect was modest and not robust to a multiple-comparisons correction.
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3.4.4

Differences in the number of clusters and supporting sequences between species

While the accuracy of PROVEAN is reported to be robust to the number of clusters used for
scoring, there is a significant drop in accuracy for very small number of clusters for the human
variants analyzed in the original study (Figure S4 in Choi et al., 2012). In addition, if the number
of supporting sequences chosen to make out the clusters falls below 50, accuracy decreases (Figure
9 in Choi et al., 2012). 122 out of 1534 yeast proteins that we analyzed involved fewer than 30
clusters (8%), and 79 proteins had fewer than 50 supporting sequences (5%). Even more (13%) of
the C. reinhardtii proteins received fewer than 30 clusters (187 out of 1444), and three quarters of
the proteins (1082 out of 1444, 75%) had fewer than 50 supporting sequences. This lack of
supporting sequences likely reflects an underrepresentation of algal proteins in the NCBI protein
database, which leads to few homologous sequences passing the E value threshold of 0.1. This is
evident also from the average E value score of proteins, which is an order of magnitude bigger in
Cr1 than in Sc1 and Sc2 (19.9⨉10-4 compared to 1.6⨉10-4 for Sc1 and 2.9⨉10-4 for Sc2). This
means that the scores for protein changes in Cr1 were based on alignment scores to few sequences
with low homology, which is expected to reduce accuracy.
3.4.5

Scores for protein changes between laboratory strains and natural isolates

While we found few proteins with differences between the laboratory strain and reference genome
in the two yeast datasets (142 out of 1880 proteins), the majority of proteins in Cr1 differed
between the laboratory strains and the reference genome (1136 out of 1369, Table 3.2). These
protein changes between MA ancestor and the reference genome most often were complex,
involving more than one kind of mutation (substitution, insertion, and/or deletion). We next
explored how this preexisting natural variation would be scored by PROVEAN. That is, we coded
the protein variants between each laboratory strain and the reference genome and submitted these
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variants with the protein of the laboratory strain as the query sequence. We have no a priori reason
to believe that the proteins of the reference genome, on average, would be better than those of
other laboratory strains. Because, as previously stated, the choice of query sequence may influence
the supporting sequence set used for scoring, we also submitted variants computed with the protein
of the reference genome as the query sequence. Our expectation is that scores for protein variants
will be scored symmetrically around 0 (such that the absolute score will be the same regardless of
whether ancestor or reference is used as the query).
For the 126 proteins that differed between the S288C reference genome and the ancestral
SEYa strains used to initiate the MA experiment in Sharp et al. (2018), 103 received a neutral
score (> -2.5) when the ancestral protein was mutated into the reference, and only 23 mutations
were predicted to be deleterious (< -2.5). When we used the reference as the query sequence,
however, we received almost twice as many deleterious scores: 43 of the ancestral variants were
predicted to decrease function in comparison to the protein of the reference genome. 95 of our
comparisons got exactly symmetrical scores around 0. Of the remaining 31, 21 received a score of
larger magnitude when the ancestral protein was used as the query (meaning that the reference
protein was better aligned to the gathered sequence clusters than the ancestors’ protein).
We did the same analysis for the 14 proteins that differed between the reference genome
and the ancestral diploid BY4743 strain used to initiate the MA experiment in Liu & Zhang (2019).
When the ancestral protein was mutated into the reference, four of the proteins were predicted to
lose function (scores < -2.5). When the reference protein was mutated into the ancestor, only one
was predicted to lose function. This runs counter to the results of Sc1, where the ancestor’s protein
was scored as more deleterious than the reference.11 of our comparisons got exactly symmetrical
scores around 0.
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Finally, in Cr1, where six different laboratory strains of C. reinhardtii founded by natural
isolates across North America (Morgan et al. 2014) were used to initiate the MA experiment,
PROVEAN scores for 2038 variants were computed. Several of these were different transcripts of
the same gene. We let each gene be represented by the lowest score given to any of its transcripts.
That reduces the set down to 1830 variants. The reason why there are more variants between
ancestor and reference than in the MA set analyzed above is because we considered any genes that
were mutated in the MA lines, but sometimes the mutation between ancestor and MA line was
synonymous or occurred in introns, while there were still significant differences between the
reference genome and the ancestral protein. Out of 1598 protein variants run, 90 received a score
below -2.5 when submitted with the ancestral protein as the query protein. In contrast, when we
used the reference genome as the query sequence 1114 of the variants received deleterious scores.
According to the common interpretation of PROVEAN, this would be read as proteins of the
reference genome being more functional compared to the laboratory ancestors. We compare the
number of clusters and supporting sequences gathered when submitting the ancestors’ protein and
when submitting the reference genome protein. We find that reference proteins on average gather
two more clusters of homologous sequences as compared to the ancestors’ proteins. While
gathering more clusters, the supporting sequence sets collected also have higher homology to the
reference than to the ancestor (mean E-value of sequence set when ancestor used as query sequence
= 2.6⨉10-3, when reference used as query sequence = 1.7⨉10-3, t-value = -4, P < 10-4). We find
differences in the absolute value of the score given in 1174 cases. Because the preexisting variants
in Cr1 are dominated by complex mutations with large changes to the protein, for which
PROVEAN is not evaluated, we also conducted our comparison using only proteins differing by a
single amino acid substitution between reference and ancestor. Out of this subset of 114 protein
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changes, 85 received perfectly symmetrical scores around 0, and only 15 received scores with
absolute magnitude greater than 2.5. These deleterious mutations were equally distributed between
ancestor (7 scores < -2.5 when reference was submitted as query) and reference (8 scores < -2.5
when ancestor was submitted as query). The bias in scores given to reference and ancestor mainly
arises when the ancestral protein is quite different from the reference. The more different the query
protein submitted is to the sequences on the NCBI database, the lower the alignment score. While
PROVEAN attempts to control for differences in similarity score of query sequence to the NCBI
database by using the difference in alignment score between query and mutant sequence (rather
than the absolute alignment score), we believe that biases in the database likely will affect results
whenever large indel mutations are considered. This also emphasizes the importance of using the
correct query sequence for studies of mutational load in wild populations. One should first
incorporate any shared differences to the reference into the protein before evaluating any additional
polymorphism. Otherwise, natural variation risks being penalized simply by their lack of
representation in the database.
3.5

Discussion

Accurately predicting the impact of mutations on fitness is a highly pursued goal of molecular
population genetics. Several tools assume that beneficial alleles sweep to fixation and deleterious
mutations are purged, such that neither exist as polymorphisms in standing genetic variation, while
alleles with nearly neutral effects can be found at higher frequencies in standing genetic variation.
Such differences in the site frequency spectrum underlie methods such as PROVEAN. The use of
these tools that predict mutational effects on protein function is widespread throughout the life
sciences (e.g. Table 3.1). Mutation accumulation (MA) experiments offer a way to evaluate these
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methods, as the effect of mutations on organismal fitness is measured in controlled environments
within similar genetic backgrounds.
In this study, we ask whether the predictions of the functional effect of variants from a
frequently used tool, PROVEAN, can explain variation in growth rate in three independent sets of
MA lines. In two S. cerevisiae datasets (Sc1 and Sc2), assigning mutations to the PROVEAN
categories of deleterious and neutral does not add explanatory power. Similarly, we found no
independent effect of PROVEAN in the C. reinhardtii (Cr1) dataset.
We believe that the most likely reason for the weak and contradictory correlations of
PROVEAN scores with growth rates of MA lines may be explained by variability in how protein
changes affect fitness. While PROVEAN tries to answer how mutations affect the functionality of
proteins, the resulting effect on fitness will be a function of the role of the protein in the organism
and the environment in which we measure fitness. For comparison, Lind, Arvidsson, Berg, &
Andersson (2017) measured the competitive fitness of bacteria with mutations in single genes.
They found that PROVEAN scores correlated with fitness for mutations when considering
mutations in a transcription factor (AraC), enzyme (AraD), and transporter (AraE) protein. In
contrast, PROVEAN scores for mutations in two ribosomal proteins (RP S20 and RP L1) did not
significantly correlate with fitness. By focusing on mutations in specific genes, such studies greatly
reduce the variation in fitness effects among genes. The researchers also point to the limit of their
method to measure small effects on fitness, which is relevant to our study as well. In all cases, the
variance in fitness among MA lines is significantly larger, but not by much, than within replicates
of the same MA line. Hence, the noise in our estimates of fitness may swamp any true signal of
protein functionality on fitness. This is especially true for MA datasets where lines often have
many small-effect mutations spread across their genome. Adding information on the essentialness
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of the protein narrows the dataset down to mutations we expect to have larger effects on fitness
and should increase the correlation of fitness and PROVEAN score. However, because the number
of protein changes to essential genes is low in any given line, our power to detect differences
among MA lines is decreased.
Another potential reason for the low predictability of PROVEAN scores on growth rate
that stem from our data is the environment in which we measure fitness. Growth rates in the lab
do not necessarily have any relevance for how a certain genotype would fare in the wild. This has
been most clearly demonstrated through the yeast knock-out project, where less than half of the
knocked-out ORFs had a quantitative effect on growth rate in the laboratory condition used
(Winzeler et al. 1999). This has consequences when analyzing the outcome of new mutations,
which can have either a weaker effect than they would have under more stressful conditions or
have a stronger effect than they would experience in a different genetic background. In fact,
mutations scored as deleterious by PROVEAN can be adaptive in stressful conditions (Gorter et
al. 2017).
Another potential caveat of our results is that not all mutations were detected. In Sc1 sites
were callable at 95% of the genome. Given a total number of 1130 protein altering variants, it is
possible our analyses missed some (1130⨉0.05=) 57 mutated proteins, spread out over the 218
lines. In addition, we ignored 10 mitochondrial mutations that could affect fitness. In the whole
genome sequencing of the C. reinhardtii lines, about 75.4 Mbp of the genome was successfully
genotyped (out of 120 Mbp, 62.8%). As such, we cannot exclude the possibility of large effect
mutations carried in unsequenced parts of these genomes. Given a total number of 1533 protein
altering variants, our analyses might miss (1533⨉0.372) 570 altered proteins. We also excluded
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mutations in mitochondrial and chloroplast DNA in this dataset (4 cases), which may also have
effects on fitness.
Finally, we did an exploratory analysis of PROVEAN score comparing the reference
genome and laboratory ancestor. While no strong pattern could be seen in the scores given to preexisting variants in the ancestors of Sc1 and Sc2, the large complex mutations that existed in the
six ancestral samples in Cr1 received large negative scores when evaluated compared to the
reference genome. We consider two possible explanations for this outcome. Firstly, because we
only consider proteins that had mutations in the MA lines, while the reference and ancestor differ
in vastly more proteins (Craig et al. 2019), it is possible that the proteins we analyze are subject to
sampling bias. Perhaps previous deleterious mutations in these proteins make them more likely to
accumulate mutations during MA, and as such are overrepresented in our analysis. The PROVEAN
prediction would then accurately reflect the functional state of these proteins as compared to the
reference genome. Alternatively, there is a bias in the sequences reported to NCBI such that
sequence changes to proteins in commonly used strains and genetic model organisms compose a
large portion of the database, while proteins found in less studied taxa and natural isolates are
underrepresented. We report that the mean E-value (a likelihood score reflecting the homology to
the query sequence) for the supporting sequence set used to compute the PROVEAN score is ten
times lower when running yeast proteins compared to Clamydomonas reinhardtii proteins, and
that there is a significant difference in the E-value when submitting the protein of the C. reinhardtii
reference as compared to proteins of the field isolates used to initiate MA in Cr1. We encourage
further studies of how the composition of the supporting sequence set (in terms of similarity score
to the query protein) affect the delta score assigned by PROVEAN.
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3.6

Conclusion

While bioinformatic tools that assign the vast amounts of variation found in natural populations
into binary categories may be attractive in their simplicity, our results indicate that care must be
taken in extrapolating PROVEAN scores to adaptive costs or benefits. The program was developed
and evaluated using a database of disease-causing alleles in human populations, and not intended
to quantify the fitness effects of many mutations with weak effects. We encourage further studies
evaluating the applicability of mutation scoring algorithms in eco-evolutionary settings.
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Chapter 4: Ploidy specific effects of mutations
4.1

Introduction

From the very first description of mutations in the form of newly arisen polyploids in plants by de
Vries (1909) there have been disputes regarding the phenotypic and fitness effects of mutations
(Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2007). Importantly, mutations seem to have different effects
depending on the genetic background in which they appear (Chandler et al. 2014) — for sexual
species with a strict alternation of ploidy, selection may act on a mutation to different degrees or
potentially in opposite directions in the haploid or diploid phase.
4.1.1

Ploidy specific effects of mutations

Among the many distinguishing characteristics of life is the number of copies of an organism’s
genome they carry. While many organisms spend the majority of their life with one copy of their
genome (most bacteria, but also multicellular haplont organisms such as dictyostelid slime moulds
and green alga of the genus Chara), others have two (most animals), or many (polyploid plants).
Yet others exist as multicellular forms in both ploidy stages, called haploid-diploid or
haplodiplontic (many green, brown, and red macroalgae). Even in multicellular diplont organisms
such as humans, the difference in selection in the haploid and diploid cell are of great importance.
For example, mutations that render fitness advantages in gametes may have unpredicted
consequences for a developing zygote (Immler 2019).
Studies measuring differences in the reproductive fitness of haploid and diploid stages of
the life cycle have discovered a strong interactive effect of the environment (Gerstein & Otto,
2009; Mable, 2001; Mable & Otto, 1998; Thornber, 2006; Zörgö et al., 2013). Many of these
studies are conducted in budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, that can be maintained in both
its haploid and diploid form. The researchers have reported broad differences in growth rate or
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morphology of the two ploidy levels. Nevertheless, few studies have been conducted to measure
mutational effects on fitness in the two different states.
Gerstein (2013) compared the fitness and phenotypic effect of 40 different nystatin-tolerant
mutations in S. cerevisiae and found that haploids acquired stronger resistance to the toxin and
acquired greater increases in growth rate compared to their homozygous diploid counterparts.
Szafraniec, Wloch, Sliwa, Borts, & Korona (2003) measured differences in growth rate of mutant
haploids created by mutagenesis and heterozygous diploids but did not report a comparison of the
homozygous diploids to haploids. Here, we ask if fitness effects of spontaneous mutations from a
mutation-accumulation (MA) experiment (Sharp et al. 2018) differ between ploidy levels.
4.1.2

Dominance

The genetic dominance of a mutation describes the difference in phenotype with or without the
presence of a functional version. There are mutations that are imperceptible in their heterozygous
state but lethal in their homozygous state and as such have a dominance of 0. In contrast, the
expansion of a repeat in the huntingtin gene results in Huntington's disease regardless of the state
of its fellow allele (Myers 2004), and has a dominance of 1. The average dominance coefficient
will determine the likelihood of beneficial alleles to spread and fix in a population (known as
Haldane’s sieve, Haldane, 1927). Conversely, the frequency of deleterious mutations at mutationselection balance will be inversely proportional to their dominance coefficient (Haldane 1937).
Whether through population structure (Whitlock 2002) or inbreeding (Morton 1971), the
dominance coefficient will determine the mutation load in populations with non-random mating.
Understanding the average as well as the variance in dominance of spontaneous mutations is of
interest in both conservation biology and medicine.
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There is also reason to believe that dominance effects may correlate with mutational effect
and type of protein. The shape of this relationship determines the possible mutational load and
inbreeding depression of a species. While outside the scope of this study, the underlying
mechanism for differences in dominance is one of the oldest and debated topics in evolutionary
biology (Billiard and Castric 2011).
In addition to determining fixation probabilities, mutation frequencies, and the impacts of
inbreeding, the dominance coefficient h can explain the prevalence of haploid-diploid life cycles.
We should expect a diploid-dominant life cycle if deleterious mutations are sufficiently recessive
in diploids (Perrot et al. 1991), while a haploid-dominant life cycle is expected when deleterious
mutations are dominant (Jenkins and Kirpatrick 1994; Jenkins and Kirkpatrick 1995). While it is
commonly assumed that the mutational effect on fitness in a haploid is equal to that of a diploid
homozygous for the mutation, recent theoretical work has demonstrated that intrinsic differences
in how mutations affect the haploid and diploid stage of a life cycle can explain the stable coexistence of haploid-diploid organisms (Scott and Rescan 2017). By assigning separate fitness
effects of mutations in the homozygous diploid (sd) and haploid (sh) phase, the authors identified
conditions under which predominantly haploid (“haplont”), predominantly diploid (“diplont”), or
biphasic life cycles (“haploid-diploid”) might evolve.
There have been several attempts to measure the distribution of dominance coefficients
(Table 1 in Agrawal & Whitlock, 2011; and Table 1 in Manna, Martin, & Lenormand, 2011). Data
from the yeast knockout project (Shoemaker et al. 1996) were used to estimate the distribution of
dominance coefficients (Phadnis and Fry 2005; Agrawal and Whitlock 2011; Manna et al. 2012),
revealing a negative correlation between selection strength and dominance. One limit of knockout
data is that they are by definition, large effect mutations, with a complete loss of function in the
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homozygous diploid and do not represent the multitudes of small effect mutations that are likely
to arise spontaneously. As F. Manna et al. (2012) pointedly note, the yeast knockout data was not
created to answer questions of dominance. In addition, these studies have not included organisms
of different ploidy levels. There is a need for datasets of mutational effects measured with high
replication and precision in haploids, heterozygous, and homozygous diploids to help parameterize
models of life cycle evolution.
4.1.3

Our contribution

In this study, we use previously described MA lines (Sharp et al. 2018) to produce lines of different
ploidy and copies of the MA genome: from haploid lines to heterozygous and homozygous diploid.
Our goal was to measure how selective effects in haploids correlate with the selective effects in
homozygous diploids, while at the same time measuring the average and variance of dominance
effects in heterozygous yeast.
4.1.4

Justification for method

A commonly used method to produce homozygous diploids from haploids is by mating type
switching. Haploid yeast exists in two different mating types, MATa and MATα. All yeast have
both mating type loci present in their genome, but one is inactive. Wild yeast are “homothallic”
and can, via gene conversion using an endonuclease called HO, switch which mating type is active.
This is called the “cassette model” of mating type switching, by simile to the tapes of a cassette
player. Homothallism makes it possible for haploid cells in the absence of mating partners to
switch the mating type they express and mate with a neighboring cell. In contrast, laboratory strains
of yeast are typically heterothallic and cannot switch mating type, due to a deletion mutation of
the HO locus. To produce homozygous yeast, researchers can insert the HO locus on a plasmid
into the haploid yeast, which will readily switch mating type and mate. The problem with using
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this approach to compare mutational effects across ploidy levels is that the diploid that is formed
will have a different mating type, namely MATa/MATα, and will therefor differ in more than simply
the copy number of their genome (Birdsell and Wills 1996).
An alternative approach, used by Gerstein (2012), is to temporarily transform MATa
haploids with a plasmid containing the opposite mating type. With sufficient copies of the MATα
plasmid the transformed haploid yeast will act like a MATα haploid and mate readily with
untransformed MATa cells. Through propagation post mating, the plasmid with the added mating
type is lost, and the researcher has acquired a diploid homozygote of the MATa/MATa genotype.
This method is not without risk however, as it can allow for further mating of the MATa/MATa
diploids to haploids still possessing the MATα-containing plasmid, leading to lines with higher
ploidy levels. Furthermore, it requires first transforming all haploids of interest into MATa haploids
by the method described above.
In this experiment, we introduce a new method. By deleting both the MAT locus and the
STE4 locus we render haploid yeast sterile without mating types. We then temporarily transform
the yeast with two different kinds of plasmids which contain the lost genes and restore mating
ability. Once mating has occurred, the diploid is propagated to lose the plasmid, and will have a
matΔ0/matΔ0 mating type. This method avoids the effect of mating type altogether.
Unfortunately given our goals, in the present study transformations induced large changes
in fitness that obscure the smaller mutational effects we wanted to measure. In particular, we found
high rates of loss in respiratory function, also known as petiteness (respiratory deficiency known
to decrease growth rate) in yeast. Even when considering sets of yeast lines with the same petite
status, we found aberrant growth patterns across the haploid, heterozygous, and homozygous
states. This indicates that our experimental lines changed in more ways (genetically,
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epigenetically, or otherwise) than those easily scored by petiteness and that these changes have
greater impacts on growth rate than the mutations in the MA lines. We conclude that the haploid,
heterozygous, and homozygous genotype of each MA line has acquired new variation, preventing
us from extracting any information on the dominance of the small-effect spontaneous mutations
acquired during MA. This conclusion highlights the challenge of estimating the effects of
spontaneous mutations across ploidy levels: methods designed to hold “all else equal” instead
induce differences.
4.2
4.2.1

Methods
Strain creation

We used 100 haploid lines of both mating types that had gone through MA (Sharp et al. 2018), as
well as 33 replicates of their SEY6211 ancestor (MATa/⍺, ho, leu2-3 112, ura3-52, his3-Δ200,
trp1-Δ901, ade2-101, suc2-Δ9). Half of the lines were rdh54Δ::KANMX. The RDH54 gene is
involved in recombinational repair and its effect on mutation accumulation in diploids were studied
in the original MA study (Sharp et al. 2018). The lines were streaked out from frozen on yeast
peptone glycerol (YPG) agar plates to verify that the lines had functional respiratory pathways.
Single colonies were then streaked out in patches on yeast peptone dextrose plates supplemented
with additional adenine (YPAD), to inhibit reversion of the ade2 mutation.
4.2.2

Transformation protocol

We grew overnight cultures from single colonies that were used to grow competent cells (cultures
in exponential phase of growth). The culture of competent cells was washed with sterile water and
a lithium acetate solution before we added transformation mix (containing the PCR product of
interest, ssDNA, 50 % PEG, water and 1M lithium acetate). The cells were heat shocked with the
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transformation mix for 1 hour at 42 degrees C. The cells were then spun down and resuspended in
water before being plated on selective media corresponding to the transformation at hand.
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Figure 4.1 Transformations done to lines in this experiment

4.2.2.1

Step 1: Deletion of the STE4 locus

To avoid mating during transformation of our MAT⍺ lines into Δmat transformants (that act as
MATa and therefore could mate with their non-transformant MAT⍺ siblings) we chose to make our
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lines sterile by deleting the STE4 locus. We deleted the STE4 locus by replacing it with the TRP1
gene (for which our original lines were deletion mutants). We amplified the TRP1 locus from the
pFA6a-TRP1 plasmid, using primers that contain homologous sequences upstream and
downstream of STE4 and bind to regions flanking TRP1 on the plasmid. The resulting PCR product
was used to delete STE4 with TRP1.
Transformation was done through 1-hour heat shock at 42 degrees C. Yeast that were
successfully transformed and had their STE4 locus replaced by TRP1 were selected through growth
on agar plates with synthetic medium lacking tryptophan (SC-Trp). A single colony from the SCTrp plate was then streaked to single colonies again on SC-Trp. These colonies were used to verify
the knockout through PCR and to proceed with strain creation.
4.2.2.2

Step 2: Deletion of the MAT locus

We deleted the MAT locus in our lines by insertion of the HIS3 gene (for which our original lines
were deletion mutants). We amplified the HIS3 locus from the pFA6a-His3MX6 plasmid. The
primers used contain homologous sequences upstream and downstream of MAT and bind to
regions flanking HIS3 on the plasmid. The resulting PCR product was used to delete the MAT
locus with HIS3.
Transformation was done through 1-hour heat shock at 42 degrees C Yeast that were
successfully transformed and had their MAT locus replaced by HIS3 were selected through growth
on agar plates with synthetic medium lacking histidine (SC-His). A single colony from the SC-His
plate was then streaked to single colonies again on SC-His. These colonies were used to verify the
knockout through PCR. Once confirmed, a single colony from the plate was inoculated into 2 mL
of YPAD media, grown at 200 rpm at 30 degrees C to saturation, and frozen in 15 % glycerol (500
µL of saturated culture mixed with 500 µL of 30 % glycerol).
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One line (line ID 52) that had accumulated a mutation in HIS4 in the MA experiment failed
to grow on the SC-His plate post transformation and was dropped from the experiment. The 132
lines that had both the MAT and STE4 locus deleted were given new identifiers as knockout (KO)
lines, grown to saturation and frozen in 15 % glycerol. These lines were used in Step 3 below, as
well as in dataset 1 (DS1).
4.2.2.3

Step 3: MA to KO comparison

To control for off-target insertion during the knockout of the MAT and STE4 loci we ran growth
rate assays for the lines before and after the knockout procedure. We grew both the original lines
with their ancestors and the lines with the deletions. 20 µL of frozen stock of these lines were
inoculated in 2 mL YPAD media at 30 degrees C at 200 rpm for 2 days, after which the saturated
culture was transferred to microcentrifuge tubes and stored at 4 degrees C, where they were kept
for the duration of the growth rate assay. The lines were randomized across days and wells in the
growth assay. To set up the growth assay, each culture was diluted 1:121 with YPAD medium.
The cultures were grown for up to 24 hours, at 30 degrees C with continuous shaking set on
Medium on a Bioscreen C machine. The optical density (OD) at 600 nm wavelength of the cultures
was measured every 15 minutes. We conducted 11 replicate measurements of each line.
We used the spline fitting method to extract the maximum slope of the growth curve, as
described by Gerstein et al. (2012). In our models, initial OD is the mean OD from 45 minutes to
2 hours (5 OD measurements). We ignore the two first OD measurements to allow the culture to
reach the set temperature and be thoroughly mixed. Initial OD is taken as a proxy for the quality
of the medium (a higher OD of the blank medium corresponds to more caramelization during
autoclaving, leading to less accessible nutrients).
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We computed the difference in mean growth rate of each line before and after knockout of
STE4 and MAT and flagged four samples that had a z-score below -2.5. The analysis presented
exclude these samples.
We fit a linear mixed effect model of maximum slope as a function of KO (wildtype or
knockout of STE4 and MAT), MA (MA or control), RDH54 status (wildtype or deletion mutant),
and initial OD, to find the average effect of the STE4 and MAT knockout. We included day and
machine as random effects. Each line had a line identity number (line ID) from the previous
mutation-accumulation experiment, which is used as a random effect, and is the same for the line
before and after knockout.
The presence of genetic variance in the data is verified by fitting a simpler model
(excluding KO and MA) to each of four groups: the control lines and MA lines before and after
knockout. The significance of the genetic variance in explaining the data is evaluated by analysis
of variance (ANOVA) of the model including line ID and a model excluding it.
4.2.2.4

Step 4: Plasmid transformation of the haploid lines

All KO lines were separately transformed with two plasmids: OLP003 contains the STE4 and
LEU2, OLP004 contains the MAT⍺, STE4, and URA3 loci. This way, OLP003 transformant yeast
will mate like MATa cells and OLP004 transformant yeast will mate like MAT⍺. A single colony
from each plasmid-transformed line was streaked to grow in a patch on a plate, from which we
sampled the line for mating in creation of the heterozygous and homozygous versions of the lines,
as well as in the creation of the haploid state in DS2 (see below).
The derivation of diploid lines was conducted twice, which we refer to as dataset 1 (DS1)
and dataset 2 (DS2). In DS1, the haploid state was represented by the haploid line after knockout.
In DS2, each line was randomly chosen (with two exceptions, see below) to have either the
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OLP003 transformant or their OLP004 transformant represent their haploid state. We sampled the
chosen patch with a toothpick and streaked it out to single colony on YPAD twice, after which
three colonies were patched on both YPAD and leucine (in the case of OLP003 transformant) or
uracil (for OLP004 transformant) drop-out plates. The patch that grew on YPAD but not
leucine/uracil drop-out plates was inoculated in YPAD, grown for two days in a 30 degrees C
shaking incubator and then frozen into aliquots with 15 % glycerol.
One line (line ID 39) failed to be transformed with OLP004. We chose the OLP003
transformant to represent this line’s haploid state. One line (line ID 83) with a preexisting mutation
in LEU2 failed to grow on the SC-Leu plate post transformation with OLP003. We suspect LEU2
inserted during the MAT locus deletion was insufficient to rescue this mutant. We chose the
OLP004 transformant to represent this line’s haploid state. One line (line ID 84) could not be
successfully transformed with either plasmid and was dropped from the experiment.
4.2.2.5

Step 5: Mating

To create the heterozygote state, a swab from the OLP003 transformant was patched on a plate
together with a random OLP004 transformant from one of the control lines. For the homozygote
state, the swab from the OLP003 transformant was patched on a plate together with its OLP004
transformant. The lines were allowed to mate for 5 hours before being transferred and spread out
with a cotton tip on double drop-out -uracil -leucine plates. After two days of growth a colony
growing on the double drop-out was picked and streaked out on YPAD. After another two days of
growth a single colony was chosen and streaked out on an agar plate containing 5-Fluororotic acid
(5FoA), on which only yeast with a deficient uracil pathway can grow, to confirm loss of the
OLP004 plasmid. After three days of growth, three colonies were taken and patched on YPAD and
leucine drop-out, to confirm loss of the OLP003 plasmid. After two days, the patch that grew on
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YPAD but not on leucine drop-out was inoculated in YPAD, grown for two days in a 30 degrees
C shaking incubator and then frozen into aliquots with 15 % glycerol.
4.2.2.6

Step 6: Fitness and ploidy assays

The growth rates of DS1 were measured together with the double knockout haploid lines prior to
their transformation in August 2019. The growth rates of DS2 were measured together with
haploids after their plasmid-transformation in January 2020. We conducted the growth rate assays
as described in Step 3: MA to KO comparison.
We confirmed the ploidy of our lines by flow cytometry. Samples were inoculated from
fridge cultures (15 µL into 1 mL of YPAD with added 50 µg mL-1 of ampicillin in 96-well boxes).
After one night of growth 5 µL of each culture was transferred to 96 well assay plates and washed
in water before being fixed with 70 % ethanol. The samples in ethanol were either kept at room
temperature for over one hour or overnight in the fridge before proceeding. Plates were then
centrifuged at 2500 RPM for 5 minutes, washed in 50 mM sodium citrate solution, and then
incubated at 37 degrees C in a 50 mM sodium citrate solution with 6.25 µg of RNAase A added to
each sample. The following day the samples were spun down, supernatant removed, and the cells
stained in a solution of sodium citrate and 7.5µL of 50 mM sytox green per sample.
The stained samples were run on an Attune NxT flow cytometer, which allows processing
of 96-well plates. We ran the samples at 25 µL min-1 until 10 000 events had been measured. The
resulting files were exported and analyzed with the flowCore package in R. All lines had the
expected ploidy level.
4.3
Data

Results
files

and

scripts

used

for

analyses

are

available

for

download

at

https://zoology.ubc.ca/~sandell/ploidominance/.
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4.3.1

Effect of MAT and STE4 knockout

Four MA lines fell 2.5 standard deviations below the average knockout effect, with large decreases
in their growth rates post knockout (line IDs 2, 106, 122 and 127). We exclude these lines in the
comparison of lines before and after knockout. The knockout of MAT and STE4 led to increases in
growth rates of both control and MA lines (t-value 9.7, #2 of model with compared to without
effect of KO = 79.59, p < 10-5), see Figure 4.2A.
We found significant difference in growth rate among MA lines, but not control lines,
before knockout (#2 = 42.3, P < 10-5 for MA lines, #2 = 3.2, P = 0.073 for control lines). After
knockout of the STE4 and MAT loci, we verified this result (#2 = 195, P < 10-5 for MA lines, #2 =
1.9, P = 0.16 for control lines).
Despite the promising variance in growth rates among MA lines we found no correlation
between the growth rate of lines before and after knockout (Kendall’s rank correlation % = 0.087,
P = 0.22, see Figure 4.2B). This is problematic because it indicates that whatever signal existed
before about the impact of mutations on growth has been swamped by variation induced by knockout.
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Figure 4.2 Comparison of growth rates before and after knockout of the STE4 and MAT loci A) Maximum
growth rates of control and MA lines increase after knockout of the STE4 and MAT loci. Large black lines represent
the standard error of the mean in each group. Numbers above plot show number of lines in each group. B) Correlation
of growth rates (max slope) of MA lines before and after knockout. Triangles signify the four MA lines which change
in growth rate fell -2.5 standard deviations below the mean and were excluded from the analysis. Colored points with
grey error bars represent line means and standard error of the mean.

4.3.2

High frequency of petites following plasmid transformation

In an initial experiment (DS1), we generated diploids by combining two plasmid-transformed
haploids, followed immediately by selection for plasmid loss. We found a large difference in the
growth rates between haploid and diploid lines.
To determine if plasmid transformation was the source of the large decreased fitness in the
diploids, we re-transformed our lines, saving the haploid lines after transformation to compare the
growth of these to the diploids created from them (DS2). On average, we found that the haploids
had also decreased in growth rate compared to DS1. However, we also found very strong
bimodality in our data, see Figure 4.3.
To determine whether variation among lines might have been caused by loss of
mitochondrial function we spotted our lines on YPG to test for petiteness. While the number of
petites was low among haploids in DS1 (7 out of the 131 lines without plasmid transformation:
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four of these were the four lines we detected as outliers in our comparison of growth rates before
and after knockout), we found a high prevalence in the diploids (169 out of 260 lines). In DS2,
where haploids were isolated post plasmid transformation, we found about an equal proportion of
petites in the haploid and diploid lines (about half of our lines were petite in both groups). After
further analysis, we found that diploid lines that had the RDH54 gene intact were more likely to
become petite (#2 for DS1 = 36, P < 0.0001, #2 for DS2 = 61, P < 0.0001).
control
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0.30
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hetero.

homo.
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Figure 4.3 Petiteness of the line strongly predicts maximum slope of growth curve in both datasets. Large black
points and lines represent the standard error of the mean in each group. Colored points with error bars represent line
means and standard error of the mean.

4.3.3

No correlation of growth rates across data sets

We set out to test the correlation in growth rates among lines that presented the same petite status
in both datasets. We found no significant correlation between the growth rate of lines in DS1 and
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DS2 with the same genotype and petite status (Table 4.1). Hence, we analyzed the two datasets
separately.
Table 4.1 Kendall’s correlation coefficient of mean growth rate of MA lines with same petite status in DS1 and
DS2
Genotype
Petite status
Correlation coef
P value
Haploid

Grande

0.137

0.188

Heterozygote

Petite

-0.137

0.193

Grande

-0.029

0.890

Petite

0.001

0.994

Grande

-0.0833

0.690

Homozygote

4.3.4

Inferences of mutational effects across haploid, heterozygote, and homozygote yeast

The linear mixed effect models we fit to DS1 and DS2 have the same structure: maximum slope
is fitted as a function of petite status, RDH54 status, MA status (whether MA or control), genotype,
and initial OD as fixed effects. We also include an interaction between MA status and genotype.
We control for day, machine (in DS1 only, as all DS2 replicates were measured on one machine),
and haplotype effect (an identifier shared by the haploid, heterozygote, and homozygote from the
same haploid genome) by including them as random effects in our model.
Neither MA nor the interaction of MA and genotype is significant in DS1 (t-value =-1.45,
p = 0.15 for MA). Haploid lines had a significantly higher growth rate than diploids in DS1 (tvalue = -14.163 and -13.950 for heterozygotes and homozygotes respectively, p = 10-5 for both).
In DS2 MA is also not significant, but the interaction between MA and homozygosity is (t-value
= 5.78, p = 10-5). This would mean that homozygous MA lines have a higher growth rate than
homozygous control lines.
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Figure 4.4 We find no correlation between the growth rate of the MA line in its heterozygote and homozygote
form. Large black points and lines represent the standard error of the mean in each group. Colored points with error
bars represent line means and standard error of the mean.

Because we found no correlation between how diploid lines of the same petite status grew in DS1
and DS2, we considered the possibility that unique fitness-affecting mutations occurred in each
line during transformation. In effect, this would mean that the aim of our study, to compare the
growth rate of identical mutated genomes in three different genotypic conditions, would be
compromised. If this were the case, we would not expect a correlation between the fitnesses of the
haploid and diploid homozygous state of each haplotype, because the fitness effects of pre-existing
mutations would be swamped by new and different mutations in the two states. We compared our
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original model that used MA identity as a random effect on intercept (with the same identity for
the haploid and homozygous lines derived from the same MA line) to a model using line identity
as a random effect (that treats each genotype as its own group). In this latter model, there is no
information on the original haplotype used to establish the line. The model using line identity
rather than haplotype is preferred in both DS1 (ΔAIC = -351) and DS2 (ΔAIC = -1,286),
suggesting that our MA mutations are overwhelmed by unique fitness-affecting mutations that
occurred in each line during transformation. These results remained unchanged when excluding
the four lines that were outliers in the KO to MA comparison.
4.4

Discussion

The fitness effects of spontaneous mutations depend on the genotypic state of the organism. While
it is often recognized that a deleterious mutation will not be fully recessive (i.e. heterozygote
mutants will differ from wildtype), less attention has been paid to differences in the fitness effect
of mutations across ploidy levels (i.e. haploid mutants may differ in fitness from homozygote
mutant diploids). Previous studies have been limited to single genes or considered only one aspect
of the question (comparing only heterozygous and homozygous mutants, or only haploid and
diploid mutants). In this project, we set out to conduct a large-scale experiment to measure both
dominance within diploids and differences between ploidy levels using 100 previously established
haplotypes with fitness-affecting spontaneous mutations in yeast. By establishing haploid,
heterozygote, and homozygote genotypes of each haplotype, we aimed to study the fitness effect
of mutations in each of these genotypic states with enough replicated fitness assays that the fitness
of each line could be accurately measured. In addition, we disrupted the mating pathway in all of
our yeast, to control for differential expression between mating types.
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To establish the three genotypic states of our mutant genomes (bearing MA haplotypes)
we put our lines through a number of transformations. These transformations led to high rates of
loss of respiratory function (petites), accompanied with low growth rates. The combination of heat
shock (Van Uden 1985) and serial bottlenecks (Taylor et al. 2002) potentially account for the high
frequency of petites. There is evidence that the his3-&200 allele carried by our MA ancestor
increases the formation of petites under heat stress (Zhang et al. 2003). Usually the loss of
respiratory function is an easily distinguished mutant phenotype and the genetic underpinnings can
be numerous (Dimitrov et al. 2009). The petite lines in our experiment were not of the small colony
variety, which is why they were not originally caught. Even if the petite mutation was the same
across our experimental replicates, the fitness interaction between mitochondrial and nucleic
mutations is often significant (Zeyl et al. 2005a).
Our ability to measure fitness effects in the lab is limited. The fitness effect of the
spontaneous mutations accumulated through 100 bottlenecks were small and both deleterious and
beneficial (Sharp et al. 2018). By contrast, the changes in fitness that arose during the genetic
transformations were of much larger effects. Heat shock and consecutive bottlenecks likely
allowed genetic or epigenetic changes to fix in our experimental replicates.
This is a cautionary tale. Genetic transformations are commonplace in experimental studies
of microbes. We believe that our study highlights the importance both of designing experiments
such that treatment groups mimic each other as close as possible, to control for unforeseen effects
of laboratory manipulation. Indeed, it seemed counterintuitive to us to isolate and use the haploids
after plasmid transformation (rather than before). Our initial analysis of DS1, in which haploids
were isolated prior to plasmid transformation, showed large differences in the growth rate of
haploid and diploid lines. As our results of DS2 show, in which haploids were isolated post92

transformation, this effect was driven largely by detrimental effect of undergoing plasmid
transformation. By attempting to hold “all else” constant, the method we used introduced variance
greater than what we set out to measure. We designed our study with the explicit purpose of
measuring small effects, which made the fitness effect of the transformation easy to spot. Even so,
it required a close to zero growth rate of a particular line for us to consider the possibility of
induced defects. Even within the subset of lines that did not have respiratory defects, we did not
find a signal of the mutations we set out to measure. This can be both due to additional mutations
arising in the formation of the haploid, diploid heterozygous, and diploid homozygous lines and a
limit to the precision of our method. Indeed, even with competition experiments assayed with
flowcytometric methods Gallet, Cooper, Elena, & Lenormand (2012) found unexpected variability
in their mutational fitness estimates, which they attribute to cryptic variation.
Measuring small mutational effects across ploidy and genotype levels presents a major
challenge. A previous attempt to measure the dominance effects of mutations found that
heterozygous mutants became homozygous during the fitness assay, literally changing as they
were being measured (Gerstein et al. 2014). Similarly, in our experiment, yeast lines changed while
we transformed them into the desired genotype and ploidy.
4.4.1

Deletion of RDH54 protects against petite-formation

We found an unexpected pattern where the rdh54Δ deletion mutants were less likely than the
wildtype to become petite following transformations. Petite yeast are generally more heat tolerant
than wildtype yeast (Van Uden 1985). rdh54Δ deletion mutants at stationary phase have also been
shown to be tolerant to heat shock (Jarolim et al. 2013). Even though our strains were subjected to
heat shock for transformation in the exponential phase, there may be interactions between
temperature, the Rdh54 protein, and mitochondrial function that accounts for the pattern.
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A plethora of genes are involved in mitochondrial genome stability (see Wide-scale
screening for rho0 production in Contamine & Picard, 2000). Although there is no evidence as far
as we know that the Rdh54 protein is involved in mitochondrial repair or recombination (Chen
2013), the suggestion has been made that petite yeast could arise from homologous recombination
between imperfect duplicates (Faye et al., 1973; Gaillard, Strauss, & Bernardi, 1980; Slonimski &
Lazowska, 1977; Weiller, Bruckner, Kim, Pratje, & Schweyen, 1991; see also the
“Recombination/repair track” in Contamine & Picard, 2000), and Rdh54 is a vital protein for
homologous recombination in the nucleus. Thus another explanation is that the deletion of RDH54
could reduce mitochondrial recombination rates.
4.5

Conclusion

Knowledge of the selection strength of spontaneous mutations in haploid, heterozygous diploids,
and homozygous diploids is relevant for the evolution of all sexually reproducing organisms with
alternation of ploidy levels. To measure the selective coefficient of small effect mutations we need
to generate a large number of mutated genomes in all three genotypic states. Our study shows that
the common methods used for transforming yeast into the desired type (ploidy or genotype) led to
large changes in fitness that cloud the signal of the mutations of interest and thus make
comparisons across ploidy and genotype challenging.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Yeast make an excellent study organism. Thanks to the malleability of its life cycle, we are able
to study evolutionary processes from genomic evolution to shifts in ing systems. I want to highlight
the two studies that most inspired my thesis work: McDonald et al. (2016) and Sharp et al. (2018).
I will describe their methods and findings and how my research has built and added to their
findings.
5.1

Sex, drugs, and experimental evolution

In the first year of my doctoral studies McDonald et al. (2016) published a landmark study
comparing the molecular evolution in sexual and asexual populations of yeast. The results, that
sex allows yeast to remove deleterious mutations while maintaining beneficial ones and as such
evolve higher growth rates than populations that are restricted to clonal reproduction, confirmed
theoretical predictions from decennia (Fisher 1930; Muller 1932). I had studied mathematical
models of the evolution of sex during my master’s program in Europe and had sought to work with
Dr. Otto because of her excellent work on the topic. The graphs showing how beneficial mutations
were able to sweep to fixation as deleterious mutations were recombined away in the sexual
populations, while asexual populations were stuck dragging deleterious mutations along, as the
theory of selective interference had predicted (Crow and Kimura 1965; Maynard Smith 1971;
Weissman and Barton 2012) convinced me of the power of experimental evolution.
The yeast strains that were used in the McDonald et al. (2016) study were genetically
modified in a number of ways. The two mating types carried different antibiotic markers to make
them distinguishable from each other and the diploid that would result from mating the two. The
yeast also carried auxotrophic markers under ploidy and mating-type specific promotors. This
made it possible to select against potential diploids by germinating and growing the haploid
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cultures using nutrient-limited medium in which only cells of the right mating type and ploidy
could grow. It seemed to me then a perfectly engineered system, and the opportunities endless.
For my first project I wanted to insert two new antibiotic markers, close to the original two,
and alternate the combination of markers that would be favored in each sexual cycle, to simulate
a case of rapidly fluctuating selection that has been shown to favor an increase in recombination
(Maynard Smith 1971). In short, I wanted to evolve longer map length between two genetic
markers. This had been done previously in Drosophila melanogaster (Charlesworth and
Charlesworth 1985a,b; Charlesworth et al. 1985), but with the sequence technology available today
we would be able to find the genetic basis for any observed increase in recombination. While we
were able to insert the new markers in the genome in the location that we wanted, the markers did
not segregate in the expected ratios. Rather, it seemed that the genetic manipulations caused
problems during meiosis, because I saw a drastic decrease in spore viability in the newly created
lines as compared to the original McDonald et al. (2016) lines and unexpected marker
combinations. I spent a year troubleshooting my methods and gathering the data necessary to
convince myself that the intended experiment could not be done.
At about the same time that I put the final nail in the coffin of my first project, my colleague
Dr. Nathaniel Sharp was about to give up on his own experiment using the McDonald et al. (2016)
lines. His idea was to alter the ratio of the two mating types during mating, to alter the strength of
competition for mating opportunities. He had, however, found a rapid decrease in sporulation rate
during the first sexual cycles, rendering further sexual cycles impossible. I needed a new project,
and my acquaintance with the strains and methods made me confident that I could find a solution.
The main difference between the experimental life cycle used in the McDonald et al. (2016) study
and the cycle used in my chapter 2 (apart from the skew in mating ratios) was that I combined
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auxotrophic and antibiotic selection during germination. The initial issues with decreased
sporulation rates found by Dr. Sharp were still a worry to me, and I started to consider what other
aspects of the life cycle would respond to the frequent rounds of meiosis we would put the yeast
through.
I forced yeast to go through alternating rounds of asexual and sexual reproduction under
different asymmetric mating ratios. The lines where MATα cells had to compete more strongly for
mating opportunities evolved to become more efficient maters than the lines that experienced other
mating ratios. Hence, there is an asymmetry between the two mating types in response to sexual
selection. My hypothesis is that this result arises from physiological differences between the MATa
and MATα cells. While the enzyme that controls the mating response in MATα cells (by degrading
the MATa pheromone) is cell-associated, its counterpart in MATa cells is released into the medium.
Banderas et al. (2016) proposed that this fact could help MATa cells assess the relative ratio of
MATa to MATα cells (and hence their opportunity for mating). I believe that the increased mating
efficiency observed in Chapter 2 could be achieved by mutations to these enzymes. Reducing the
degradation of the opposite mating-type’s pheromone will increase the propensity to mate.
Because this degradation occurs in the extracellular environment in MATa cells, individual
mutations to this enzyme are unlikely to change the overall concentration of MATα pheromone.
Thus while isogamous at a morphological level, the mating types of S. cerevisiae are differentiated
at molecular and functional levels.
I hope that the second chapter of my thesis will spur further experimental studies into the
mating and meiosis machinery of yeast. Foundational and current papers showing increased rates
of adaptation in sexually reproducing yeast cultures (Zeyl and Bell 1997; Goddard et al. 2001,
2005; Gray and Goddard 2012; McDonald et al. 2016; Kosheleva and Desai 2017; Leu et al. 2020)
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often report only the rate of clonal growth in the asexual and sexual cultures. Other adaptations to
a more sexual life cycle remain to be revealed. Separately from the comparisons of evolution in
sexual and asexual cultures, there has been research on the mating process in yeast (Rogers and
Greig 2009; Smith and Greig 2010; Smith et al. 2013). The one study that included mating
competition during evolution found that mating competition decreased adaptive rates such that the
benefit of sexual reproduction was lost (Reding et al. 2013). Though some data on the mating rate
of these evolved populations were obtained they did no comparisons of the response to sexual
selection in the two different mating types. My study shows that the response is markedly different
depending on which mating type is put under strong competition for mating. I believe that further
studies should be done using many different strains of yeast to find out if this result is replicable.
The idea of a sexual rather than asexual control in the experiment was also Dr. Sharp’s. By
having a control line that goes through sex without experiencing selection for mating opportunities
we could disentangle the effects of mating competition from the effects of sexual reproduction.
For me, one of the most striking results of my second chapter was the convergent evolution of
haploids that were heterozygous at the mating type locus, subverting the sexual control that I had
designed (lines with plenty of mating opportunities). The underlying cause for this evolution is
still a mystery to me, and I would like to understand when and how these haploids spread. Was it
survival in the diploid selective medium post-germination that gave them an edge? Was there a
relative growth advantage of these haploids over diploids during clonal growth that increased their
frequency? Or was it the ability to survive the digestive enzyme zymolyase post sporulation,
without the need to go through the costly process of meiosis, that drove them to evolutionary
victory? Further experiments are needed to answer these questions. Studies using different strains
and selective markers to see if this result is replicable would also be valueable.
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5.2

Fitness effect of mutations

I was lucky to start my PhD during Dr. Sharp’s time in the Otto lab. He invited me to contribute
to a mutation accumulation (MA) experiment in haploid and diploid yeast in the second year of
my PhD. Other MA experiments in yeast had either used diploid (Nishant et al. 2010; Zhu et al.
2014) or haploid strains (Lynch et al. 2008; Serero et al. 2014). The results from these studies
suggested that haploids may experience higher single nucleotide mutation (SNM) rates than
diploids, but there had been no formal comparison between the mutational rates of the two ploidy
states.
Ours was the first MA study to directly measure and compare mutation accumulation in
haploids and diploids. One possible explanation for a higher SNM rate in haploids could be that
diploids repair mutations through recombinational repair with the second chromosome copy. To
test this hypothesis, we deleted the RDH54 gene in the haploid and diploid ancestor in half of the
lines. This gene is involved in recombinational repair during mitosis in diploids, but not in haploids
(Klein 1997). We propagated 200 lines (about 50 lines of each ploidy and RDH54 status) by single
colony transfers for 100 days (~ 336 000 generations). We found that the rate of mitochondrial
mutations (both single nucleotide and insertion-deletion) and single nucleotide mutations overall
were higher in haploid lines compared to diploid lines (Sharp et al. 2018), but we found no
difference between diploids with or without the RDH54 gene. Indeed, the only significant effect
of the RDH54 deletion was an increased rate of chromosomal gain and loss in diploids.
Because I had studied the effects of mutational bias on the evolution of sex during my
master program (Vanhoenacker et al. 2018), I was most interested in the phenotypic and fitness
effects of the mutations that were accumulated. Strikingly, we found a decrease in growth rate of
our diploid MA lines compared to the ancestor, but no difference in mean growth rates of our
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haploid lines before and after MA (Sharp et al. 2018). This was unexpected since diploids are
supposed to be able to mask deleterious mutations with their extra copy of each gene. We would
have expected haploids to show greater loss in fitness than the diploids. We found that the main
driver of the diploid loss in growth rate was aneuploidy, gains of new copies of chromosomes. I
was eager to find out the relationship between mutational effects on fitness in haploid and diploid
yeast when all else was equal. Even though we had found no mean difference in growth rates of
haploids before and after MA, we found genetic variation in fitness in the haploid MA lines that
was not present in the control lines. The fitness effects of these mutations became the focus of my
third and fourth chapter.
My third chapter lays in the intersection of two fields, and I found myself oscillating
between two questions. One was how to map genotype to fitness in MA lines, and the other was
whether bioinformatic tools could aid us in this pursuit. Mapping genotype to fitness in MA lines
poses many challenges (Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2007), one being that MA lines have many
different kinds of mutations scattered throughout the genome, and so ascribing fitness declines to
specific mutations is difficult. We had found that chromosomal abnormalities explained a
substantial portion of the decreased growth in the diploid MA lines, although the number of
nonsynonymous mutations also had a significant negative effect on fitness in diploid, but not in
haploid, lines (Sharp et al. 2018). Again, it was Dr. Sharp who aired the idea that PROVEAN
predictions for the functional effect of mutations may help us distinguish between different kinds
of nonsynonymous mutations and help us draw the genotype to fitness map in our MA lines. He
also suggested using a second MA dataset in C. reinhardtii where the fitness and mutations of lines
were known (Morgan et al. 2014; Ness et al. 2015; Kraemer et al. 2017).
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Kraemer et al. (2017) had found that differences between C. reinhardtii MA lines and
controls were well explained by the number of coding sequence mutations. They also observed
that the best model for describing the distribution of fitness effects of mutations was a binary
categorization for each mutation as either neutral or deleterious to fitness. Sequence alignmentbased approaches, such as PROVEAN, are restricted to nonsynonymous coding sequence
mutations (i.e. amino acid changes in proteins) and deliver functional predictions in binaries:
‘deleterious’ or ‘neutral’ in PROVEAN (Choi et al. 2012) and ‘intolerant’ and ‘tolerant’ in SIFT
(Ng and Henikoff 2001). The fact that I was not able to find a significant explanatory effect of the
number of mutations scored as ‘deleterious’ by PROVEAN either in our own MA lines (Sharp et
al. 2018), a different set of MA lines in yeast (Liu and Zhang 2019), or in the C. reinhardtii lines
(Ness et al. 2015; Kraemer et al. 2017) tells us that the designation into the two categories of
fitness-affecting mutations do not correspond clearly to functional changes in the proteins (Chapter
3).
The study by Lind et al. (2017) gives some insights into why the PROVEAN predictions
failed to explain changes in fitness. In that study different types of protein changing mutations
were induced in a set of genes in the bacterium Salmonella typhimurium. The effect of each
mutation on growth rate was tested in isolation, and the PROVEAN prediction compared to the
measured effect on fitness. Five different proteins were mutated: a transcription factor, an enzyme,
a transporter, and two ribosomal proteins. They found a significant correlation between
PROVEAN prediction and fitness effect of mutations in the transcription factor, the enzyme, and
transporter, but not in the ribosomal proteins (Lind et al. 2016). The authors ascribe these
differences to different mutational robustness of the different kinds of proteins. Our MA lines
naturally have mutations in many different kinds of proteins, only some of which contribute
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substantially to fitness (less than half of the genes in the yeast genome have a measurable effect
on fitness when deleted, Winzeler et al. 1999). It is not just the functional effect of a mutation on
the protein that matters when we draw our genotype to fitness map, but also the relative importance
of each protein to the overall phenotype. We can partly control for this in our yeast lines, where
we know the essentialness of proteins, and we show that adding this information to our model
improves the correlation between mutations and growth rates. This result echoes the metabolic
control theory of dominance (Kacser and Burns 1981) which I described in the introduction, in
that only enzymes with large control coefficients on the flux will substantially alter the phenotype.
In the fourth chapter of my thesis, we set out to compare the mutational effects of fitness
in haploids and diploids. We used the haploid MA and control lines from our previous study (Sharp
et al. 2018) to create heterozygous and homozygous diploids carrying the same mutations. The
first aim of this study was to look for correlations in the fitness of the haploid and homozygous
diploids lines. The second was to look for correlations in fitness between the heterozygous diploid
and the haploids and homozygotes, providing estimates of dominance.
Previous research in the Otto lab had shown that mutations for antibiotic resistance affected
fitness differently in haploid and diploid yeast. Gerstein (2012) compared the growth rate of
haploid and homozygous diploid lines carrying the same adaptive mutations and found that haploid
yeast on average had larger fitness gains relative to the haploid control than did the homozygous
diploid to its control. Still, the assumption persists that the fitness effects of deleterious mutations
in the haploid and homozygous diploid state are equal, as exemplified by the use of haploid rather
than homozygous diploid lines to measure dominance coefficients of gene deletions in yeast
(Marek and Korona 2016).
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We found no correlation between the growth rate of haploid and homozygous diploids in
either of our two attempts at conducting this experiment. We also found no correlation between
the growth rate of the heterozygous and homozygous diploids carrying the same mutation. We also
found no correlation between how the same diploid line grew the first and second time we created
them. As we found that about half of our lines in each category (haploid, heterozygous diploid,
homozygous diploid) had acquired mutations to their respiratory function, rendering them petite
(unable to respire) with varying effects on growth, as well as potentially other mutations, I
concluded that we could no longer answer my original questions.
Our result mirrors that of a previous Otto lab member, Dr. Aleeza Gerstein, who attempted
to measure dominance of beneficial adaptive mutations. During the growth assays, her
heterozygous lines became homozygous, replicating the beneficial mutation into both
chromosome copies (Gerstein et al. 2014). This loss of heterozygosity was only caught because of
the large fitness effect of the mutations on antibiotic resistance, which Dr. Gerstein studied.
Similarly, if it was not for the drastic reduction in fitness of the lines that acquired petite mutations
in Chapter 4, I would not have thought to question the genetic changes in the haploid versus
homozygous versus heterozygous diploid lines carrying the same original mutations. In general,
these results add to the difficulties in measuring the dominance of small effect mutations that others
have previously outlined (Gallet et al. 2012; Manna et al. 2012).
There is one result that stood out clearly in the fourth chapter, namely the strong association
between status of the RDH54 gene and the propensity for petite mutations to arise. The underlying
causes for this remain unknown to us, and I’m excited to see molecular biologists pursue research
on this relationship.
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In conclusion, my doctoral research has discovered that the evolutionary response to sexual
selection is markedly different between the two different mating types of yeast, which adds to the
literature on the diversity and evolution of reproductive systems. I have also shown that functional
effects on the level of the protein (as estimated by PROVEAN) do not necessarily correlate with
the mutational effect on fitness, which I believe should be taken into consideration especially in
eco-evolutionary studies that search for adaptive loci or estimate mutational load. Finally, my
fourth chapter illustrates how the amenability of the yeast genome that experimental biologists’
treasure in fact has a treacherous side: our experimental subject changes before our eyes. It should
never be presumed that “all else is equal” when it comes to yeast.
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Appendices
Appendix A
A.1

Selective markers

Because the STE5 promoter is active only in haploids, only haploids can grow on uracil drop-out
medium. Haploids can also be selected against by the use of 5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA), which
is converted into a toxic byproduct by the uracil biosynthesis pathway. This means only diploid
yeast are able to grow on medium supplemented with 5-FOA. Because the STE2 promoter is active
only in MATa haploids, growth on histidine drop-out medium selects for MATa haploids. Similarly,
the STE3 promoter is MATα-specific, giving these cells the ability to grow on leucine drop-out
medium. The antibiotic markers KanMX and HphMX have been inserted close to the MAT locus.
These markers select for MATa through resistance to geneticin (g418) and for MATα through
resistance to hygromycin, respectively. When the two antibiotics are combined in the medium,
only MATa/MATα yeast can grow. Spot assays of the haploid lines used in this study, as well as
the diploid made from mating the two, on the three different selective media used in this study is
shown in Figure A.1.
A.2

Dilutions for mating

For all dilutions, we use dilution factor, DF = Vf / Vi, where Vi is the volume of culture and Vf, is
the total volume of medium with added culture.
In the equal mating ratio treatment, 100 μL of saturated culture of each mating type was
added to the well (Vi = 100), after which 800 μL of medium was added and removed. The 100 μL
of the opposite mating type culture contributes to the total volume and gives Vf = 1000 (DF 10).
Then, 800 μL of medium was added (Vi = 200, Vf = 1000, DF 5). This means, for each mating
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type, there was a 50-fold dilution (10×5), while for cell concentration, there was a 25-fold dilution
(5×5).
In contrast, in the skewed mating ratio we use 1 mL of culture of the one mating type and
100 μL for the other, then removed 900 μL (a 11-fold dilution for the rare mating type, Vi = 100,
Vf = 1100). We then added 800 μL of medium (Vi = 200, Vf = 1000, DF 5). This resulted in a 55fold dilution of the rare mating type and a 5.5-fold dilution for the common mating type (roughly
as in the equal mating ratio treatment). There was a 5-fold dilution for overall cell concentration.
A.3

Flow cytometry

Strains were inoculated from 10 μL of freezer stock placed into 1 mL of liquid YPAD medium
within 96 well plates. They were grown shaking overnight at 30 °C. 20 μL of the overnight cultures
was transferred to 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes and washed in 1 mL of sterile water before cells
were killed using 1 mL of cold 70% ethanol. The tubes were then kept either at room temperature
for at least 1h, or overnight in the refrigerator. After the ethanol treatment, the cells were pelleted
at 2500 rpm for 2 minutes, then washed in 1 mL of 50 mM sodium citrate, before being treated
with RNAase (25 μL of 10 mg mL−1 RNAase added to 1 mL of sodium citrate solution per line).
The lines were kept in the RNAase mixture overnight in a 37 °C incubator. The following day,
lines were again spun down, supernatant removed, and stained with Sytox Green (30 μL of 50 mg
mL−1 Sytox Green added to 1 mL of sodium citrate solution). The stained lines were left at room
temperature and in darkness overnight.
A.4

Phenotyping

Lines were spotted on SE and selective plates: SE+5FoA+g418+hygro for diploid, SE-UH+g418
for MATa haploids and SE-UL+hygro for MATα haploids. After two days of growth at 30°C we
scored the plates visually. Two lines showed growth on more than one kind of selective medium:
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one MATα haploid (line 45) showed weak growth on the diploid selective medium, and one line
from the immediate mating treatment (line 177) showed growth both on the diploid selective and
on the SE-UL+hygro media. We did not further investigate whether these rare exceptions in growth
were due to polymorphism within the cultures, mutational effects, or experimental error.
To test mating type, all lines were spotted on YPAD. This plate was replica plated onto
two fresh YPAD plates for mating to the MATα and MATa tester. We replica plated a lawn of one
of the MAT tester onto a velvet and then pressed this lawn onto one of the YPAD plates (containing
our lines). We repeated the procedure but for the other mating tester and YPAD plates. After 6h,
we replica plated these mating plates onto agar plates with medium lacking eight amino acids (Arg -His -Leu -Lys -Met -Trp -Ade -Ura). The drop-out plates were left to grow for two days at
30 °C before scoring. While the plates that resulted from mating to the MATa tester were easy to
score and grew according to expectations, the plates resulting from mating to the MATα tester
showed contradictory results (both in comparison to the results from the growth on selective plates
as well as mating to the MATa tester), suggesting contamination of the tester stock. Because of
uncertainty about the MATα tester stock used, we only report results from the MATa tester stock.
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SE media (two days growth)
Dilution

5 52 53 54 55 56

MAT⍺-specific (four days growth)
Dilution

MATa

MATa

MAT⍺

MAT⍺

diploid

diploid

MATa-specific (two days growth)

5 52 53 54 55 56

Diploid-selective (two days growth)

MATa

MATa

MAT⍺

MAT⍺

diploid

diploid

Figure A.1 Spot assay of ancestral lines on selective media
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Figure A.2 Results of PCR for MAT locus of IM lines. Line ID is followed by the abbreviation a or α depending on
which primer was used (see Table A.2). ntc stands for no template control. 43α and 66α have faint but existing bands.
Line 29 acts as a positive MATα and negative MATa control. Line 7 acts as a positive control for both mating type
alleles, and line 81 is our negative MATα and positive MATa control.
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Table A.1 Experimental design. The colours in the table designate the type of medium used: permissive SE (green),
diploid-specific (pink), presporulation (light blue), sporulation (purple), mating type-specific (yellow). All transfers
were done by placing 10 µL of culture in 1mL of fresh medium.
Day

Evolutionary treatment
Delayed mating

1

Immediate mating
Growth (SE)

a

2 am

Mating

pm

Diploid selection

3 am
pma

Presporulation

4

Sporulation

5
6 am
pm

Growth (SE)

Ascus digestion
Germination (MAT-specific)

Germination (SE)

7
MAT-specific selection
Diploid selection
Before mating and before transfer to presporulation medium, 200 µL of the lines were sampled for storage, until the
end of the experiment when frozen (adding glycerol to a final concentration of 15 %).
a

Table A.2 Primers used in genotyping MAT locus
Primer

Purpose

Location

Sequence

OLPr005

Forward MATa

1884 bp into MAT locus

AAGTTGCAAAGAAATGTGGC

OLPr006

Forward MATα

2150 bp into the MAT
locus

AAAATGCAGCACGGAATATG

OLPr007

Reverse
(common)

217 bp upstream of the
MAT locus

AACAAATTGTGAAGCCGAAG
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Appendix B
Table B.1 Number of petite and grande lines of each ploidy and RDH54 type in DS1
Ploidy
Control or MA
Not petite
Petite
RDH54
rdh54Δ
RDH54
rdh54Δ
Haploid
Control
17
16
0
0
MA
45
46
5
2
Diploid
Control
6
21
28
11
MA
17
47
82
48

Table B.2 Number of petite and grande lines of each ploidy and RDH54 type in DS2
Ploidy
Control or MA
Not petite
Petite
RDH54
rdh54Δ
RDH54
rdh54Δ
Haploid
Control
11
8
6
8
MA
21
24
28
24
Diploid
Control
7
22
27
10
MA
12
57
86
38
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